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SUMMARY 
The thesis develops a short-run macroeconomic model that is consistent with 
sustainable development. As a starting point, it upholds an accepted premise in 
environmental macroeconomics that regards nature as capital good owing to the 
flow of services it provides in the production process. The study goes on to argue 
that a depreciation in the quality and quantity of natural capital, should be treated 
in the same manner as manufactured capital; that is, a measure of gross investment 
should include the depreciation in ‘natural capital’, and a measure of net or 
‘genuine investment’ should exclude the depreciations in both manufactured and 
natural capital. 
 
This stance has repercussions on the fundamental relationship governing the 
behavior of savings and investment in the goods market. A proposition is made to 
‘green’ the goods market equilibrium by orchestrating an equilibrium that is based 
on an indicator of sustainability known as ‘genuine savings’. A direct outcome of 
internalizing the depreciation of natural capital is a higher level of nominal 
interest rate, which is intuitively interpreted as the opportunity cost of using 
manufactured and natural capital resources. 
 
The thesis also discusses how the desired macroeconomic outcome can be attained 
in practice. It advocates a simple policy rule that requires government expenditure 
on environmental restoration to match the extent of environmental degradation, in 
 v
so far as consistent estimates of damages are obtainable. The outcomes of the 
policy are then traced using the traditional Keynesian general equilibrium model.  
  
Finally, a methodology is developed to empirically demonstrate the conceptual 
premises of the thesis with reference to a selected economy. Canada is chosen as a 
case study owing to the availability of macroeconomic and environmental data. 
The social cost of carbon dioxide emissions is used to proxy the damage to the 
airshed. The model is then simulated, and the equilibrium levels of price, interest 
rate and income are reported for the nominated five-year time period. Under the 
assumptions of the model, the results from the policy rule appear to be favorable 
in the sense that deviations from the initial equilibrium values are modest. 
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‘Modern man does not experience himself as part of nature but as an outside force 
destined to dominate and conquer it. He often talks of a battle with nature, forgetting 
that, if he won the battle, he would find himself on the losing side.’ 
         - E. F. Schumacher 
 
1.1 Background 
Environmental awareness is becoming more widespread today than it ever was. 
There has been a gradual realization among individuals, businesses and 
governments that the state of the environment would affect the wellbeing of both 
current and future generations of people. The impetus for this concern stems in 
part from the scarcity of natural resources and the increasing fragility of the 
natural environment which man had taken for granted until recently. 
 
The large-scale exploitation of nature for production and consumption could be 
traced to the industrial revolution. The discipline of economics had evolved in the 
context above to study the organization of activities that generate wealth. The 
early fathers of economics deemed land, and the natural endowments that came 
along with it, as a legitimate factor of production. With demise of imperialism, 
land had assumed less importance, and the natural resources which were needed 
for development could be obtained through seemingly peaceful means like 
international trade. The focus of the discipline therefore shifted accordingly to 
manufactured capital accumulation owing to its ability to generate economic 
growth.  
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 With the passing of time, anthropogenic aggression on the environment had 
increased due to the gregarious pursuit of economic growth and overconsumption 
in the developed world. These had inevitably led to contemporary environmental 
problems such as global warming and climate change, desertification and 
deforestation, costal and marine degradation, toxic chemical emissions and the 
generation of hazardous wastes, urban air pollution, ozone depletion, and acid 
rain. Consequently, the issue of sustainable development received an 
interdisciplinary interest, as attention was drawn to the limits of the environment 
to function as a source and sink. 
 
The discipline of economics was slow to address the issue of sustainability owing 
to its singular preoccupation with growth models during the post-Keynesian era. 
Furthermore, the sub-disciplines of development, environmental economics and 
macroeconomics had not given serious consideration to the role of nature as a 
capital good. This is seen in the scarcity of theoretical and applied works on 
environmental macroeconomics. Until recently, environmental economics was 
principally concerned with microeconomic issues as evidenced in a well cited 
survey on the discipline by Cropper and Oates (1992), which omitted the 
implications of natural capital depreciation on the economy. By and large, with the 
exception of a few seminal papers, the all-important link between the 
macroeconomic policy and sustainability was neglected until recently. 
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1.2 The objectives of the thesis 
The arguments mentioned above constitute the motivation for the thesis. It aims 
primarily to model environmental capital depreciation in relation to a selected 
macroeconomic model and to examine the policy implications that arise from it. 
Traditionally macroeconomic analysis is considered within two distinct contexts, 
namely the short-run and the long-run. Whilst the latter deals with theories and 
models of economic growth, the former is concerned with short-run adjustments 
for stabilization of the economy. This thesis will deal with short-run stabilization 
goals. The aggregate demand and aggregate supply model is explored in detail 
within the framework of the IS-LM model1. A methodology is also developed to 
demonstrate the model empirically with respect to the Canadian economy. Canada 
is selected as a case study due to the availability of macroeconomic and 
environmental data.  
 
1.3 The organization of the thesis 
The thesis begins in the next chapter with a brief survey on the developments in 
environmental economics that are central to the study. Following that, chapters three and 
four present the core of the thesis where a conceptual model is explored and a 
methodology is developed to empirically demonstrate the model. In chapter five, the 
model is applied to the Canadian economy, and the results of the simulation are presented 
for the selected time period. Finally the limitations of the model are discussed in chapter 
six, and some suggestions are made on the direction of future research. 
 
                                                     
1  The term ‘IS’ denotes a relationship between investment (I) and savings (S), while ‘LM’ refers 





The review aims to highlight selected developments in the field of environmental 
macroeconomics that are relevant to this study. The topics that are covered include 
environmental accounting, the Hartwick model, genuine savings as an indicator of 
sustainable development and an extension of the simple Keynesian income 
determination model. The coverage is focused on paradigms that are applicable to 
policy making as opposed to those which are purely theoretical.  
 
2.2 The role of natural capital in environmental macroeconomics 
Central to the study of environmental macroeconomics is an understanding that 
nature is capital. The main feature of capital is that it is able to produce a flow of 
services and other goods (Thampapillai, 2002). Nature may be viewed as a capital 
good due to its function as source of raw materials and a receptor of wastes (El 
Serafy, 1997a). Costanza and Daly (1992) distinguish between renewable and non-
renewable natural capital. Renewable natural capital is active and provides a flow 
of services as reflected in, for example, the ecosystem, whereas non-renewable 
natural capital is more passive would constitute, among other things, mineral and 
fossil fuel deposits. A forest for example may be classified under both headings so 
the distinction proposed is by no means conclusive. We would then assume that 
natural capital might be aggregated into a composite good, and that it exhibits the 
same qualities as manufactured capital, i.e., it is durable but depreciates with use.  
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 Environmental macroeconomics therefore examines the linkages between 
macroeconomic performance, changes in the state of natural capital and 
sustainability. In the past it failed to attract research attention because natural 
capital was assumed to be abundant and hence, not a limiting factor to growth. 
Today however, the prospect of exceeding assimilative thresholds due to the 
increase in the scale of human activity warrants a reexamination of conventional 
paradigms that have taken nature for granted. 
  
2.3 Accounting for the environment: Green NNP  
Environmental accounting involves an integration of the environmental and 
economic accounts in the national accounts with the aim of rectifying perceived 
measurement errors in output. This initiative is demonstrated in the system of 
integrated environmental and economic accounts (SEEA) of the United Nations 
Statistical Division. When the opportunity costs of resource depletion and a 
measurable deterioration in environmental services are unaccounted for, aggregate 
output becomes an inaccurate measure of value added. A consequence of this 
omission is a misperception of wellbeing based on an inflated measure of output. 
 
As an illustration, consider the case of a less developed country (LDC) that runs 
down its natural resources. A part of this harvest may be consumed domestically 
while the remainder is exported to the rest of the world. The revenue generated 
from the export is then added to aggregate output, i.e., to net national product 
(NNP). As a result, the economic performance of a country is overstated in spite of 
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the adverse effect of resource exploitation on future generations. The argument 
made by the proponents of green accounting is that natural capital depreciation 
should be treated in the same way as manufactured capital depreciation. In the 
case of manufactured capital, only the rent or profits are reflected in NNP. The 
matter is not trivial because macroeconomic policies are based on perceptions of 
economic performance.  
 
Among the conventional approaches of measuring natural capital depreciation are 
the use defensive expenditures, such as the cost of pollution abatement as a proxy 
for the depreciation in the airshed and the El-Serafy method (1989) or Hotelling-
Hartwick (Hotelling, 1931; Hartwick, 1977) method to measure the depreciation in 
natural resources and minerals. A measure of green NNP is then obtained by 
subtracting the estimated value of natural capital depreciation from NNP. A 
problem noted in practical applications was that different methods of estimation 
tended to yield different results. This caused some reluctance on the part of 
statistical agencies to fully integrate environmental accounts with economic 
accounts. 
 
As a consequence, some agencies have resorted to satellite accounting for the 
environment. This is entails maintaining a set of physical indicators that describes 
the state of the environment, which is distinct from the national accounts. While 
such an approach is scientifically desirable, a failure to internalize the monetized 
value of natural capital depreciation in the national accounts would result in 
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economic decisions that are independent of, or in the worst case, detrimental to 
sustainability (El Serafy, 1997b). In short, environmental accounting is not meant 
to provide an exact estimate of sustainable income but to serve as a practical guide 
to prudent conduct (Daly, 1996). 
 
2.4 Environmental macroeconomics in the context of a growth model – The 
Hartwick model 
In his paper, Hartwick (op cit) examined the issue of intergenerational equity in 
relation to the use of exhaustible resources. While he was not the first to recognize 
role of natural resources for production and growth, his model was a significant 
contribution to environmental macroeconomics and represented a linchpin for 
future neoclassical research on the subject. This section reviews the assumptions, 
features and main finding of the original model proposed in 1977. 
 
The thrust of the model is that all rents from exhaustible resources should be 
invested in reproducible capital instead of being consumed in order to avoid 
shortchanging future generations. Such a policy would result in the total stock of 
productive capital remaining constant over time under the assumption that 
reproducible capital does not depreciate2. Hartwick was interested to find whether 
consumption per head would rise, fall or remain constant as a result of the policy 
rule of investing resource rents. A finding of constant consumption per head in 
each period would imply intergenerational equity. 
                                                     
2 The depreciation in the exhaustible resource is measured by the loss in resource rent from 
depletion. 
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 The following assumptions pertaining to the model should be noted. Firstly the 
model assumes zero population growth (ZPG). Production of output (x) in time 
period ‘t’ is described by Cobb Douglas technology under the assumption of 
constant returns to scale, and is contingent upon the stock of reproducible capital 
k(t), flows of minerals from an exhaustible resource y(t) and labor (l).  
 
x = kαyβlγ          (2.1) 
 
In the production function above, the labor force is constant and set at one unit 
owing to the ZPG assumption, and k(t), y(t) and commodity output x(t) are defined 
in per capita terms. Finally, the property of concavity is assumed to hold.  
 
Hartwick’s (op cit) premise is that output in each period may be consumed (c), 
invested in reproducible capital or used to cover the cost of extracting the 
exhaustible resource. Assuming that output is completely divided among the above 
activities, we arrive at the accounting relation below; 
 
x(t) = c(t) + Dk + ay(t)        (2.2) 
where ‘a’ represents the cost of extracting a unit of the exhaustible resource, 
which is assumed to be constant, and Dk refers to the derivative of reproducible 
capital with respect to time. 
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According to the rule, all rents from the exhaustible resource would be invested in 
reproducible capital. Hence the investment function is characterized as follows; 
 
Dk = (fy – a) y(t)         (2.3) 
 
In the equation above, ‘fy’ refers to the marginal product of the exhaustible 
resource which may be obtained from the production function, whilst the 
difference between ‘fy’ and ‘a’ represents the per unit rent. Since investment is 
entirely characterized by (2.3), net investment in aggregate capital is zero in each 
period.   
 
The next step involves an application of the Hotelling Rule, where the change in 
the marginal product of the exhaustible resource is equated to the marginal product 
of reproducible capital. The equilibrium condition is reflected below. 
 
d [log (fy – a)]/dt = fk        (2.4) 
or 
fyyDy + fykDk = fk(fy - a)        (2.4’) 
 
(2.4’) is obtained by expanding the left hand side derivative in (2.4). ‘Dy’ 
represents the derivative of the exhaustible resource with respect to time, ‘fk’ 
denotes the marginal product of reproducible capital, ‘fyy’ refers to the derivative 
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of ‘fy’ with respect to ‘y’ and ‘fyk’ refers to the derivative of ‘fy’ with respect to 
‘k’3. 
 
Equations (2.3) and (2.4’) reflect the dynamics of the model which consists of two 
differential equations in ‘k(t)’ and ‘y(t)’. Assuming some initial stocks of y and k, 
one may infer the time paths of y and k. Finally, note that the total derivative of 
output with respect to time from the definition of the production function4 is as 
follows 
 
Dx = fkDk + fyDy         (2.5) 
 
Equations (2.1) to (2.5) constitute the key arguments in Hartwick’s original model. 
From these, it can be shown that per capita consumption remains constant in each 
period. This famous result is known as the ‘Hartwick rule’, and it argues that 
under certain conditions, intergenerational equity can be achieved, if the resource 
rent from the use of an exhaustible resource is invested in reproducible capital. 
 
There are several points from Hartwick’s model that are noteworthy. Firstly, 
consumption should not exceed sustainable boundaries. Secondly, the total stock 
of productive capital ought not contract. Finally, mechanisms must be in place in 
the economy to ensure that the rents from environmental resources are channeled 
to proper uses.  
                                                     
3 fy represents the marginal product of the exhaustible resource and is a function of both y and k. 
4 Labor is assumed to be constant. 
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 2.5 Genuine savings as a macroeconomic indicator of sustainability 
One implication of the Hartwick model is that natural resource depletion is 
consistent with sustainability under certain assumptions and rules. This motivated 
Pearce and Atkinson (1993) to develop an indicator of sustainability known as 
‘genuine’ or adjusted savings, which is defined as follows 
 
Genuine (Adjusted) Savings  
= National savings – depreciation in manufactured capital – depreciation in natural 
capital 
 
The concept of genuine savings is rooted in the neoclassical assumption of weak 
sustainability, which views manufactured and natural capital as substitutes. If 
wealth is defined as the social worth of capital assets in an economy (Dasgupta, 
2001), and capital assets are defined broadly enough, one could arrive at a 
conclusion that country becomes wealthier as its capital base increases. An 
increase in the capital base can only be achieved if net investment is positive for a 
particular period. Net investment in the context above refers to the difference 
between gross investment and the depreciation in aggregate capital stock.  
 
In order to establish the link between changes in wealth and the level of genuine 
savings consider the case of a closed economy where government spending is zero. 
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In this hypothetical economy, income (Y) or GDP is measured by the sum of 
aggregate consumption (C) and gross investment (I), as shown below. 
 
Y = C + I          (2.6) 
 
From the preceding argument, a change in the wealth (W) of an economy is 
measured by the level of net investment, which is the difference between gross 
investment and the sum of manufactured and natural capital depreciation (δKM 
and δKN respectively).  
 
Wt – Wt-1 = Yt – Ct – δKMt – δKNt      (2.7) 
 
Now suppose that wealth is held constant such that Wt – Wt-1 = 0. Denoting Cmax,t 
as the maximum level of consumption that results in wealth remaining constant, 
and Ysus,t as the level of income that can sustain Cmax,t, the equation above  can be 
written as 
 
0 = Ysus,t – Cmax,t – δKMt – δKNt       (2.8) 
or 
0 = St – δKMt – δKNt         (2.8’) 
where St refers to national saving assuming that saving is equal to investment. 
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Note that the right hand side of the equation above (2.8’) refers to genuine saving5.  
It follows that income is sustainable only if genuine saving is non-negative. 
 
Using a formal dynamic model, the neoclassicals were able to prove the 
proposition that if net (genuine) investment per head is positive, social wellbeing 
increases, whereas if it is negative social wellbeing declines (Dasgupta, op cit). To 
some (Costanza & Daly, op cit), it is foolhardy to assume that natural capital and 
manufactured capital are substitutable when manufactured capital is itself made 
from natural resources. In this light, a stronger definition of sustainability would 
not make any provision for a decline in the stock of natural capital beyond its 
existing level6. Nevertheless, the concept of genuine savings is an improvement 
from GDP as an indicator of sustainability. 
 
2.6 The internalization of natural capital depreciation in a short-run 
macroeconomic model: An extension of the simple Keynesian income 
determination model 
Thampapillai and Uhlin (1997) internalize environmental capital depreciation in a 
short run macroeconomic model with the aim of studying policy options that 
would result in sustainability. Their model is premised on an observable long-run 
relationship between aggregate expenditure and natural capital depreciation of the 
form below7. 
                                                     
5 Or genuine investment if we replace S with I. 
6 In the literature on sustainable development, this viewpoint is sometimes associated with the 
London School (Victor, 1991). 
7 For simplicity, we assume that threshold effects are non-binding.  
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  δKNt = γYt          (2.9) 
 
Natural capital depreciation (δKN) is linearly8 related to aggregate expenditure 
(Y) via ‘γ’, a positive coefficient representing the marginal rate of environmental 
degradation. This relationship is imposed as constraint in a simple Keynesian 
income determination model as shown in figure 2.1 below. 
 
 
                                                     
FIGURE 2.1 
THE KEYNESIAN CROSS AND NATURAL CAPITAL DEPRECIATION 
 




        45° line 
 
        Aggregate Spending 
 
  
                                                                                                 Aggregate Spending-δKN 
 
     
                                     δKN  
                                  δKN* 
 
          Income (Y) 
                    Y**      Y*  
 
 
In the diagram above, aggregate spending refers to GDP. All elements of GDP are 
exogenously determined save consumption (C), which is a function of disposable 
income. The consumption function is reflected below. 
8 Alternatively, environmental degradation may be exponentially related to national expenditure 
as discussed in Thampapillai and Uhlin (1997). 
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 Ct = a + b(1-τ)Yt         (2.10) 
 
‘a’ represents autonomous consumption, ‘b’ represents the marginal propensity to 
consume which is positive but less than unity, ‘τ’ represents the rate of taxation on 
income and profits, and the expression (1-τ)Yt represents disposable income. 
 
Equilibrium in the simple Keynesian paradigm requires a spending balance, i.e., 
aggregate spending must be equal to income. The 45-degree line reflects a 
spending balance since income is equal to expenditure along this line. In the 
diagram, aggregate spending is upward sloping in income since the marginal 
propensity to consume from disposable income is positive. 
 
If one were to disregard the depreciation of natural capital, equilibrium is achieved 
at Y*, where the aggregate spending schedule cuts the 45-degree line. However, 
Y* is obtained at the expense of δKN* as seen from the estimated relationship in 
(2.9). By applying the concept of green GDP as discussed in the earlier section, 
one may argue that sustainability is achieved at Y**. If green GDP is a better 
gauge of wellbeing than GDP, then macroeconomic policy decisions should be 
based on a spending schedule that internalizes natural capital depreciation. Such a 
schedule could then be referred to as a ‘sustainable’ spending schedule. 
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The model above is useful in analyzing policies that could fine-tune the economy 
towards achieving sustainable income. One way to move the economy from Y* to 
Y** is to impose an incremental tax on income and profits that would reduce 
consumption and pivot the spending schedule downwards to intersect the 45-
degree line at Y**. By adjusting the tax rates to offset natural capital depreciation, 
the social planner can force the spending schedule to coincide with the sustainable 
spending schedule.  One could extend the model to study yet another policy 
application. Suppose for example, the agenda is to maintain the stock of 
productive capital. It then follows that if the economy is initially at Y*, a tax 
could be set such that it is equal to the amount of natural capital depreciation at 
Y*, and the revenue obtained could be reinvested in aggregate capital stock along 
the lines of the Hartwick rule.  
 
At this juncture, we should be cognizant of the equilibrium concept employed in 
this model, which is that of a spending balance or a partial equilibrium (Hall & 
Taylor, 1997). This implies that prices and interest rates are fixed. It would 
therefore to be of interest to observe how other pertinent macroeconomic 
variables, such as the real wage for example, change in response to the policy rule 
discussed in the last paragraph. This forms the motivation for the thesis and the 






THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL 
3.1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to develop a framework to study the macroeconomic 
implications of a depreciation in environmental capital. In the first section, a 
justification is provided for the macroeconomic framework chosen for the study. 
Following that, we propose how the conventional model could be modified to 
accommodate changes in natural capital. Finally, we attempt to trace the 
comparative statics arising from a policy rule designed to counterbalance natural 
capital depreciation and explain the outcome of the model. 
 
3.2 A justification for selecting the IS-LM model  
A macroeconomic model that has withstood critics for a substantive length of time 
is the IS-LM model. Developed initially by Hicks (1937), it is chosen for this 
study for the following reasons: 
a. The basic model remains the core of many introductory textbooks on 
macroeconomics such as Abel and Bernanke (1995) and Hall and Taylor 
(1996). 
b. It is useful for studying short-run implications of fiscal and monetary 
policy, and it is widely used by the public sector for macroeconomic policy 
analysis. 
c. A study by Gali (1992) found that post-war fluctuations in the US economy 
could largely be explained by an empirical version of the IS-LM model. 
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d. The study of environmental macroeconomics is fairly new and as such, 
adapting the IS-LM framework would represent a positive contribution to 
this field although it may not be at the forefront of mainstream 
macroeconomic research. 
e. It is a logical development from the simple Keynesian environmental 
macroeconomic paradigm that was discussed in the literature review. 
f. The IS-LM model can be augmented with an aggregate supply curve to 
provide a more general study of the macroeconomy. 
g. IS-LM models are highly adaptable to changing perceptions of the 
economic environment in which they have been applied (Vercelli, 1999). 
This stems in part from their hermeneutic role as a platform in which 
different macroeconomic theories may be compared as seen, for example, in 
Hicks (op cit). 
 
For the above reasons, it is conceivable that the IS-LM platform may be amenable 
to account for changes in the state of environmental capital. An attempt had 
already been made by Heyes (2000) to develop an environmental equilibrium 
using the IS-LM model, although the approach that was taken is significantly 
different from the ideas presented in this thesis. 
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3.3 An overview of the Keynesian system 
This section presents a simplified version of Sargent’s (1987) general equilibrium 
IS-LM model. The closed economy Keynesian system consists of the six equations 
given below. 
 
Y= F(K,N)     FN, FK > 0    (3.1) 
W/P = FN          (3.2) 
C = C(Y-T, r)    0 < C1 < 1, C2 <  0    (3.3) 
I = I(r)     Ir < 0     (3.4) 
C + I + G = Y         (3.5) 
M/p = m(r,Y)     mr < 0, my > 0   (3.6) 
 
The first equation represents an aggregate production function in two arguments 
namely manufactured capital (K) and labor (N).  Output (Y) is measured in real 
terms. Because this is a short run model, capital stock is assumed to be fixed. The 
second equation (3.2) represents an equilibrium in the labor market under the 
premise of nominal wage (W) rigidity. Nominal wage rigidity implies that ‘W’ is 
fixed in the short-run. The general price level (P) is variable and will be solved in 
the model, while FN and Fk refer to the marginal products of labor and capital 




Equation (3.3) represents the consumption function which has, as its arguments, 
disposable income (Y-T) and the nominal rate of interest (r). T refers to a lump-
sum tax. Consumption is positively related to disposable income and the marginal 
propensity to consume (C1) has a value that lies between one and zero9. Equation 
(3.4) represents the demand for investment (I), which is a function of the nominal 
rate of interest. Investment is negatively related to movements in the interest rate 
because the cost of using capital increases when the interest rate rises. Equation 
(3.5) describes an equilibrium in the goods market, and this can be seen by 
rearranging the equation such that consumption and investment are moved to the 
right-hand side as in 
 
I = Y – C – G  
 
Note that the expression on the right-hand side of the equation is national saving, 
and when consumption and investment are at their desired levels, the equation 
reflects a closed economy good market equilibrium. 
 
Id = Sd           (3.7) 
 
Equation (3.6) represents a money demand function. M represents the nominal 
stock of money. Money demand is negatively related to the interest rate as money 
is assumed to bear no interest and becomes less attractive vis-à-vis the interest 
                                                     
9 C1 denotes the partial derivative of the consumption function with respect to the first argument, 
which is disposable income. C2 denotes the derivative of the consumption function with respect to 
the second argument, which is the nominal interest rate. 
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bearing assets when the interest rate rises. Money demand is positively related to 
income from the ‘Cambridge Quantity equation’ (Hicks, op cit) owing to the 
transactions motive.  
 
All in all, the Keynesian system consists of six equations in the six endogenous 
variables P, Y, N, r, C, and I. The exogenous variables are W, M, G, T and K. The 
model can be analyzed by totally differentiating equations (3.1) to (3.6). This 
yields the corresponding equations10 
 
dY= FNdN          (3.1’) 
 
dW/W – dP/P = (FNN/FN)dN       (3.2’) 
 
dC = C1dY – C1dT + C2dr        (3.3’) 
 
dI = Irdr          (3.4’) 
 
dC + dI + dG =  dY         (3.5’) 
 
dM/P – (dP/P)M/P = mrdr + mydy       (3.6’) 
 
The system can be solved by collapsing equations (3.1’)-(3.6’) into two equations 
in dr and dY, which would represent the IS and LM curves. The IS curve describes 
                                                     
10 Assume that dK=0 in (3.1’). For (3.2’) note that FN = W/P in equilibrium. 
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a relationship between the rate of interest and income that result in an equilibrium 
between saving and investment in the goods market. We obtain the total derivative 
of the IS curve by substituting equations (3.3’) and (3.4’) into (3.5’) with the aim 
of eliminating dC and dI.  
 
dG – C1dT + (C2 + Ir)dr – (1 – C1)dY= 0      (3.8) 
 
From the expression above, we are able to infer that the IS curve is downward 
sloping since dr/dY =  (1 – C1)/(C2 + Ir) < 0. Also an increase in government 
expenditure (G) shifts the IS curve to the right since dr/dG = -1/(C2 + Ir) > 0, while 
an increase in taxes has an opposite effect as dr/dT = C1/(C2 + Ir) < 0. 
 
The LM curve depicts the combinations of interest rates and output that assure 
equality between the demand and supply of money. The total derivative of the LM 
curve is obtained in two stages. First solve (3.1’) for dN and (3.1’) and (3.2’) for 
dP/P as in  
 
dN = dY/FN 
 
dP/P = dW/W – (FNN/FN2)dY 
 
Next use the expression above to eliminate dP/P from (3.6’) as follows 
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dM/P – [dW/W – (FNN/FN2)dY]M/P = mrdr + mydy 
 
After simplification, the total derivative of the LM curve is 
 
mrdr + [my – (FNN/FN2)M/P]dY + (dW/W)M/P – dM/P = 0   (3.9) 
 
We observe that the LM curve has a positive slope since11  
 
dr/dY = -[my – (FNN/FN2)M/P]/mr > 0 
 
and that an increase in money stock would shift the LM curve to the right as 
shown below. 
 
dr/dM = -1/mrP > 0 
 
An interest rate and income level that satisfies all six equations in the Keynesian 
model would occur at the intersection of the IS and LM curves as depicted in 
figure 3.1. 
 
                                                     
11 FNN < 0 for concavity. 
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FIGURE 3.1 
EQUILIBRIUM IN THE IS-LM MODEL 
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We can study how the equilibrium values of interest rate and income change in 
response to a change in any exogenous variable in the model by solving equations 
(3.8) and (3.9) simultaneously for dr or dY. In the general equilibrium, it can be 
shown that ∑Y*/∑T < 0, ∑Y*/∑G >0, ∑Y*/∑M > 0 and ∑Y*/∑W < 0. 
 
3.4 The internalization of natural capital depreciation in the IS-LM model 
It was mentioned that equilibrium in the goods market is achieved when desired 
investment is equal to desired national saving at some level of income and interest 
rate. It would be beneficial to note that investment in the IS-LM model is a gross 
measure, being the sum of net investment (dI) and the consumption of 
manufactured capital (δKM).  
 
I = dI + δKM          (3.10) 
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 The definition of gross investment in (3.10) is inadequate since it fails to account 
for changes in the stock of natural capital (KN). This omission stems partially 
from the difficulties involved in valuing qualitative changes in natural capital but 
more so from a mistaken belief that nature is not capital. As mentioned in the 
previous chapter, there is a growing consensus among economists to perceive 
nature as a capital good. Since attempts have been made to estimate the value of 
natural capital depreciation, a gross measure of investment should rightfully 
embody the following components 
 
I = dIM + dIN + δKM + δKN       (3.11) 
 
where a distinction is made between a net investment in manufactured capital 
(dIM) and natural capital (dIN), and the depreciation in natural capital (δKN) is 
accounted for. As noted in Dasgupta (2001), the inclusion of dIN in gross 
investment above may entail a reclassification of some types of consumption 
expenditure or government spending as investment. For the moment, let us 
suppose that we are less concerned with the accounting problem than we are with 
the economic implications of the omission. We could assign dIN in (3.11) a value 
of zero since it is already accounted for in either consumption or government 
expenditure. (3.11) now reads as 
 
I = dIM + δKM + δKN        (3.11’) 
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 The inclusion of natural capital depreciation in gross investment will have 
repercussions on the goods market equilibrium. In particular, had investment been 
characterized by (3.10) instead of (3.11’), the resulting equilibrium value of 
interest rate would be lower, thus understating the opportunity cost of using 
capital. This is reflected in figure 3.2 below where it is assumed for simplicity that 
δKN is constant. 
 
FIG 3.2 
THE EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CAPITAL DEPRECIATION ON 
THE GOODS MARKET EQUILIBRIUM 
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In the diagram, the investment demand schedule (I) is downward sloping for 
reasons discussed earlier. National savings (S) is the difference between national 
income (Y) and the sum of government and consumption expenditure (G + C). The 
savings schedule is upward sloping because consumption is assumed to be 
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negatively related to the rate of interest12. If investment is measured by (3.10), the 
relevant curve is I and equilibrium in the goods market occurs at (IS0, r0). When 
natural capital depreciation is accounted for as in (3.11’), the investment schedule 
shifts horizontally by the amount (I0-IS0) to I’, and a new equilibrium is reached at 
(IS1, r1).  
 
3.5 A policy rule to counterbalance natural capital depreciation 
The investment schedule (I’) in figure 3.2 that internalizes natural capital 
depreciation is a theoretical construct and, as such, is non-binding in the real 
world, owing to reasons aforementioned. There appears to be a need to correct the 
misperception at a macro level, not only in terms of accounting for environmental 
degradation but also in terms of policy. The problem confronting the policy-maker 
in relation to figure 3.2 is that r0, the prevailing market equilibrium, does not 
reflect the true opportunity cost of using capital resources, which is r1. The 
problem is aggravated by the fact that much of natural capital, for e.g. the airshed 
and the river system, is unpriced and as such has no market indicators that would 
account for its scarcity. In a certain sense, there appears to be some form of 
market failure that is operating at a macroeconomic level. 
 
In so far as perceptions and accounting traditions take time to change, the policy-
maker has little hope of influencing the desired investment schedule. Instead, the 
government does have leverage over the desired savings schedule since 
government spending affects the level of national saving. With reference to figure 
                                                     
12 See from (3.3)  
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3.2, increasing the level of government spending would shift the savings function 
to the left and quite possibly to intersect the investment schedule (I) at r1. This 
means that the savings schedule can be used as a policy curve to engineer a 
desired equilibrium. The equation below defines the savings function, where Cd 
refers to desired consumption. 
 
Sd= Y – Cd – G          (3.12) 
 
Before we discuss the role of government, it needs to be shown that natural capital 
depreciation can be internalized in the savings function as well. Let us consider 
the desirable level of equilibrium in the goods market where 
 
Sd = Id + δKN         (3.13) 
 
noting that Id is measured narrowly as in (3.10). Now suppose that we adjust the 
level of national saving by subtracting δKN from both sides of (3.13) as in 
 
Sd - δKN = Id + δKN – δKN 
 
The equation above still constitutes a goods market equilibrium since all we have 
done is subtracted a constant, δKN, from both sides of the equation. Next 
substitute (3.10) for Id in (3.13) and move δKM to the left side of the equation. 
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Sd - δKN - δKM = dI        (3.13’) 
 
Upon close examination of (3.13’) we recognize the expression on the left hand 
side of the equation as genuine saving. (3.13’) suggests that if natural capital 
depreciation were internalized in the savings function, the goods market would 
clear where genuine saving is equal to net investment. In terms of figure 3.2, the 
savings schedule shifts left from S to S’ to intersect I at r1. At the new 
equilibrium, gross investment in manufactured capital is lower than the level it 
was at previously because savings has contracted.  
 
Up to now, we have discussed the internalization of natural capital depreciation 
without relating it to the issue of sustainability. In this light, suppose a policy rule 
is implemented in which the government restores natural capital by an amount that 
is equal to its degradation, in so far as a reasonable estimate of it is obtainable. 
The maintenance of natural capital plays an integral role in sustainable 
development (Pearce & Turner, 1990), and in the literature (Victor, 1991) the 
sustainability standard of the ‘London School’ precludes any diminution in the 
stock of natural capital. The caveat in the argument above is that we have little 
understanding of the way the ecological system works and of environmental 
thresholds. Nevertheless an attempt towards ensuring a constant stock of natural 
capital in the event where it can be reasonably measured and valued, is better than 
no attempt at all. For the moment, we will describe our policy rule to 
counterbalance natural capital depreciation as 
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 ∆G = δKN          (3.14) 
 
where ∆G is the incremental level of expenditure on natural capital restoration. 
 
There are many restoration activities that a government could undertake such as, 
for instance, the creation of wetlands for denitrification, reforestation of areas that 
have been cleared and cleaning up rivers rendered unusable due to pollution or 
algal blooms (Thampapillai, 2002). These restorative expenditures would 
constitute ∆G in (3.14). When the policy rule is in place, desired savings is 
implicitly a function of natural capital depreciation and we would observe the 
leftward shift in the savings function as long as natural capital depreciation is 
positive as in figure 3.2. 
 
3.6 Comparative static effects of the policy rule and the general equilibrium 
It remains to illustrate the comparative static effects of the policy rule on the 
general equilibrium.  We begin by defining a general equilibrium within a 
Keynesian system as one where the goods, labor and money markets clear for a 
level of price, interest-rate and nominal wage. As usual, we will assume a closed 
economy and nominal wage rigidity. Nominal wage rigidity implies an upward 
sloping aggregate supply schedule since a rise in the price level causes the real 
wage to fall, and firms respond to this incentive by employing idle workers to 
produce more output. This argument is consistent with the Keynesian theory of 
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involuntary employment. For simplicity, we will also avoid the issue of how the 
incremental spending on the environment is financed. 
 
Figure 3.3 is a multi-paneled exposition of the policy rule to counter-balance 
natural capital depreciation by increasing government expenditure on restoration 
activities. Panels (a) and (b) show the goods market equilibrium. The vertical axes 
of panels (a) and (b) measure the level of aggregate saving and investment, 
whereas the horizontal axis of (a) measures the interest rate while income is 
measured on the horizontal axis of panel (b). In a sense, both panels are different 
sides of a same coin and are meant to make the two-dimensional exposition more 
thorough. Panel (c) shows the IS-LM equilibrium, while panel (d) is a 45-degree 
line that is used to transmit the changes in the IS-LM diagram to the AD-AS 
diagram in (f). Panel (e) reflects the situation in the labor market. 
 
Assume that the general equilibrium is initially at (r0, Y0, P0) and at the existing 
real wage W/P, there is involuntary unemployment of (Nf – N0) as reflected in 
panel (e). The initial savings function in the goods market is S(Y0, G0) in panel (a) 
and S(r0, G0) in panel (b). In panel (a), the investment schedule has a negative 
slope as in figure 3.2, whereas in panel (b) the investment schedule is flat because 
investment is not a function of current income13.  
                                                     
13 The slopes of all the functions can be ascertained from the formal model in section 3.3. From 
equation (3.4) we observe that investment is solely a function of the rate of interest. 
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FIGURE 3.3 
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 An increase in government expenditure on environmental restoration14 from G0 to 
G1 would directly reduce national savings as seen from equation (3.12). However, 
the increase in government expenditure also causes the interest rate to rise. This 
has an indirect effect of decreasing consumption, thereby increasing the level of 
savings. Assuming that the direct effect is stronger than the indirect effect, the 
savings schedule shifts down to S(Y1, G1) as in panel (a). The incremental 
government expenditure triggers a shift in the IS curve in panel (c) from IS(G0) to 
IS(G1). The IS-LM equilibrium is now at (r1, Y1). The decline in savings is also 
reflected in panel (b). Here the savings schedule shifts down from S(r0, G0) to S(r1, 
G1) while the investment schedule also shifts from I(r0) to I(r1) since the increase 
in government spending has raised the equilibrium interest rate as seen in panel 
(c).  
 
Note that (r1,Y1) is a partial equilibrium since we have assumed that the price level 
is unchanged at P0. The increase in government expenditure would have increased 
the level of aggregate demand. This is reflected as a rightward shift in the AD 
curve in panel (f) from AD(G0) to AD(G1). At the existing price level P0, there is 
excess demand of Y1-Y0, which causes the aggregate price level to rise to P1. The 
rise in the general price level has two important consequences. Firstly real money 
supply contracts and the LM curve shifts from LM(P0) to LM(P1). This raises the 
level of interest rate to r2 and reduces the equilibrium level of income from Y1 to 
                                                     
14 In the argument, the incremental government expenditure on the environment, ∆G, is equal to 
the difference between the original level, G0, and the new level of expenditure, G1. 
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Y2. Secondly, an increase in the general price level reduces the real wage under 
the assumption of short-run nominal wage rigidity. This is shown in panel (e). 
Unemployment is reduced from (Nf-N0) to (Nf-N1) due to the fall in real wage 
from W/P0 to W/P1. The final position of the savings curve is S(Y2, G1) in panel 
(a) as the fall in equilibrium income reduces national saving. In panel (b), the 
savings schedule shifts to S(r2, G1) while the investment schedule shifts to I(r2) 
owing to the rise in the level of interest rate in the new equilibrium. 
 
We have thus traced the comparative statics leading to the new general 
equilibrium. A summary of the sequence of events that are expected to take place 
are as follows: 
 
a) From an initial equilibrium at {Y0, r0, P0}, the government increases 
expenditure in response to an observed depreciation in natural capital.  
b) As a consequence, the level of aggregate demand is raised.  
c) Since supply is unchanged, the excess demand causes the aggregate price 
level to increase. 
d) As the price level rises, the level of real wage falls under the premise of 
nominal wage rigidity, and firms find it profitable to employ more workers 
to meet the increase in AD. 
e) As a result, the levels of aggregate price, output and interest rate are raised, 
and involuntary unemployment is lessened. 
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Note that the above outcomes are a response to a specific policy measure. The 
increase in aggregate output owes to the fact that idle resources are now employed 
by the government to undertake restoration activities. Such a policy may create 
inflationary pressure on the economy if intervention is an on-going process.  
 
The finding on a higher level of nominal interest rate may seem unremarkable at 
first glance, as it appears to be a textbook case of the crowding out effect. 
However, a deeper insight into the meaning of interest may shed light on this 
finding in relation to sustainability. To this end, we refer to the treatment on the 
interest rate found in The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money 
(Keynes, 1951). In the discussion, interest is an equilibrating mechanism that links 
the demand for investment with the willingness to save. Keynes also cites Cassel’s 
Nature and Necessity of Interest where it is explained that interest is a price that 
equates the demand for ‘waiting’ with the supply for ‘waiting’. ‘Waiting’, in the 
sense of Pigou (as cited in the appendix of the general theory), referred to ‘the 
postponement of consumption which a person has power to enjoy immediately’. 
This has the effect of ‘allowing resources, which may have been destroyed, to 
assume the form of production instruments’.  
 
In summary, it appears that a relatively higher rate of interest has the effect of 
postponing current consumption, and in equilibrium, serves to equate investment 
with saving. If the concept of saving is confined to genuine saving, it follows that 
a policy of counterbalancing aggregate capital depreciation has succeeded in 
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internalizing, to some degree, the effects of depreciation in the rate of interest. 
Higher rates of interest would result from non-sustainable behavior, and the 
interest rate would serve as a mechanism to penalize natural capital degradation.  
 
Lower equilibrium real wages are consistent with sustainability. In the literature 
on environmental macroeconomics, a policy of lowering real wages was prescribed 
as a means to ameliorate the trade-off between environmental degradation and 
economic growth (Thampapillai, 2002). It can be argued that lowering real wages 
would motivate responsible consumption habits and reduce wastage of resources 
from overconsumption. 
 
In the next chapter we turn our attention towards developing a methodology that 








The aim of this chapter is to develop a methodology that would allow us to 
empirically illustrate the conceptual model. This entails demonstrating the IS-LM, 
AD and AS curves for a selected economy, namely Canada, and specifying how an 
estimate of natural capital depreciation may be obtained from existing data 
sources. The approach draws from first-principles in macroeconomics, the theory 
of the firm and national income accounting.    
 
4.2 Equilibrium in the goods market 
Consider the following condition, which describes goods market equilibrium in an 
open economy; 
 
Sd = Id + (NX+NFP)         (4.1) 
 
where Sd refers to desired gross national saving, Id refers to desired investment, 
NX refers to net exports and NFP refers to net factor payments from abroad.  
 
In (4.1), the sum of NX and NFP represent the current account balance (CA) of an 
economy. In an open economy, desired national saving need not be equal to 
desired investment as a country is able to engage in foreign lending or borrowing. 
In the following analysis assume that the CA component is exogenously 
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determined. As a further simplification to (4.1), we assign NFP a value of zero 
since it is determined by past investments and is seemingly unrelated to current 
macroeconomic developments (Abel & Bernanke, 1995). Equation (4.1) now 
becomes 
 
Sd = Id + NX          (4.1’) 
 
The two endogenous components that need to be estimated from the equilibrium 
condition above are desired gross domestic saving15 and desired investment 
demand. In estimating an aggregate investment demand function one can rely on 
macroeconomic theory to identify the determinants of investment. Essentially 
investment demand would be a function of the interest rate and other factors that 
relate to the general level of economic activity. A typical investment function that 
will be estimated is given below. 
 
It = α0 + α1TBILLt + α2 (RSALEVt-1 – RSALEVt-2) + α3It-1 + εt α1<0 (4.2) 
 
Where It = Gross fixed capital formation and change in stocks at time t. 
TBILLt  = Percentage yield on 3 month treasury bills at time t. 
RSALEVt-1 = Retail sales volume of previous quarter. 
RSALEVt-2 = Retail sales volume of quarter t-2. 
It-1 = Gross fixed capital formation and change in stocks of the previous quarter. 
εt = Stochastic error term that is assumed to be well behaved. 
                                                     
15 Henceforth ‘desired saving’ would refer to ‘desired gross domestic saving’ for brevity. 
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 In the equation above, the yield on three-month treasury bills is selected as the 
interest rate. It represents a short-term interest rate, which would be appropriate 
for explaining a short-run IS-LM model. Some studies, for example Kmenta & 
Smith (1973), include a long-term interest rate as well, in order to explain the 
behavior of investment. This is not a feasible option since the IS-LM model hinges 
on the assumption that a single interest rate operates in all the markets16.  
 
The time between the decision to invest and its realization may not be 
instantaneous. This is especially true for major investment projects that involve 
whole plants or custom-made equipment (Hall & Taylor, 1997). In this light, 
investment may be influenced by conditions in the past, such as the previous 
quarter’s change in retail sales volume (Kmenta & Smith, op cit). A lagged 
investment term is included in (4.2) to account for adjustment lags in the 
investment process. 
 
Gross domestic savings is essentially an accounting concept. The accounting 
definition of gross domestic savings is as follows. 
 
Gross domestic savings ≡ GDP – Consumption – Government Expenditure (4.3) 
 
                                                     
16 The inclusion of a short-term and long-term rate in the same equation may result in a problem 
of multi-colinearity. An additional justification for the choice of interest rate stems from the 
decision of the Bank of Canada to peg the official discount rate to the yield on Treasury bills. 
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Our objective is to derive a desired saving function or a behavioral function that 
we can use for meaningful economic analysis. From our knowledge of 
macroeconomics, desired saving is the level of national saving that occurs when 
aggregate consumption is at its desired level (Abel & Bernanke, 1995). This 
implies that the desired savings function may be derived from a consumption 
function. It is much simpler to work with a consumption function since there is an 
established body of macroeconomic literature on the behavior of the consumption 
function. A typical Keynesian consumption function17 is reflected below. 
 
Ct = βo + β1Yt + β2T + ut   0<β1<1    (4.4) 
 
Ct = Aggregate consumption at time t. 
Yt = National income (GDP at factor cost) at time t.  
T = A time trend consisting of a sequence of numbers starting from the earliest 
quarter which is denoted as 1. 
ut = Stochastic error term assumed to be well behaved. 
 
In the function above the coefficient β1 refers to the marginal propensity to 
consume and its value lies between zero and one. Gross valued added (GVA) is 
selected as a measure of national income (Y)18. In the national accounts, GVA is 
defined as gross domestic product (GDP) minus net taxes on products. This is not 
                                                     
17 The rate of interest may also be included as an independent variable in the consumption 
function depending on whether it is statistically significant in the regression. 
18 GVA is also referred to as GDP at factor cost by some statistical agencies, notably Statistics 
Canada. 
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strictly disposable income but it should suffice for our analysis. GVA is a standard 
measure production and would also be relevant to the supply sector. The inclusion 
of a time trend in (4.4) is conventional in time series estimation. The estimated 
coefficients in (4.4), the βi’s, can be obtained from a simple linear regression.  
 
We may derive the desired saving function by substituting the estimated 
consumption function in (4.4) for C in identity (4.3)19 as shown below.  
 
Sd = GDP – Cd – G         (4.5) 
 
Sd = Net taxes on products – G – β0 – β2T + (1-β1)Yt    (4.5’) 
 
Note that (4.5’) decomposes GDP into the sum of GVA (Y) and net taxes on 
products. The residual in the consumption function drops out because E(ut) = 0. 
Government expenditure (G) and net taxes on products are treated exogenously in 
(4.5’). After grouping the Y variables together, we observe that the coefficient (1-
β1) is a positive quantity describing the marginal propensity to save. The desired 
savings and investment functions are reflected in figure 4.1 below. 
 
                                                     
19 Equation (4.5) differs from the accounting identity (4.3) because we are no longer dealing with 
actual consumption but desired consumption. 
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FIG 4.1 
GOODS MARKET EQUILIBRIUM 
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Equilibrium in the goods market occurs when desired savings is equal to desired 
investment plus net exports at Y*. By employing the methodology discussed above 
we are able to demonstrate figure 4.1 for a particular economy. 
 
4.3 Derivation of the IS Curve 
The IS curve shown below is obtained from substituting the equations for desired 
savings (4.5’) and desired investment (4.2) for Sd and Id in the goods market 
equilibrium condition (4.1’)20.  
 
TBILLt = -(α0+β0)/α1 + ΦISt/α1 + [(1-β1)/α1]Yt     (4.6)  
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20 Note that E(εt) = 0.  
 where ΦISt = [Net taxes on products – β2T – G – NX - α3It-1 – α2(RSALEVt-1 – 
RSALEVt-2)]          (4.6a) 
 
The IS curve derived in (4.6) is downward sloping since α1<0 and (1-β1)>0. Also 
ΦISt consists of a set of exogenous variables whose values would affect the 
intercept of the IS curve. Figure 4.2 plots the IS curve and illustrates the effect of 
an increase in ΦISt from a higher level of government expenditure. 
 
FIG 4.2 
COMPARATIVE STATICS – IS CURVE 
                                      
Interest Rate/Yield on Treasury bill (%) 
    
 
 
 -(α0+β0)/α1 + ΦISt(G1)/α1 
  
 












In the demonstration, the behavioral parameters i.e., the αi’s and βi’s remain 
constant for the estimation period whereas the exogenous variables contained in 
ΦISt would have different values for each successive quarter or year. This implies 
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that the estimation of the consumption and investment functions is perhaps best be 
done in blocks of not more than 5 years (20 quarterly observations), since it is 
hard to justify that the behavioral parameters remain constant for longer time 
periods.  
 
4.4 Estimation of the money demand function 
A typical money demand function may be written as Md = f(Yp,i), where Yp refers 
to permanent income (Laidler, 1966). Lieberman (1980) found current income, Yt, 
to be a more significant determinant of money demand than permanent income, 
Yp. The inclusion of Yt in the money demand function reflects the transactions 
motive for holding real money balances. The rate of interest (TBILL) is assumed 
to be negatively related to money demand since the opportunity cost of holding 
narrow money increases vis a vis interest-bearing assets as the rate of interest rises 
above an average level. In view of the above, the following money demand 
function is estimated. 
 
Mt/Pt = γ0 +γ1Yt +γ2TBILLt + γ3T + zt      (4.7) 
 
Notes: 
Mt = Supply of money based on the M1 definition at time t. 
Pt = Implicit price deflator that proxies the general price level at time t. 
zt = A stochastic disturbance term that is assumed to be well behaved.  
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In the formulation above real money is demanded for transactions (γ1>0) and for 
speculation in the sense of avoiding capital losses on interest bearing assets (γ2<0).  
The time trend, T, is meant to capture the recent innovations in money market 
especially in the area of transactions technology, and one would expect a negative 
value for γ3 (McCallum, 1989). As in the case of the investment and consumption 
functions, the money demand function is estimated by linear regression. 
 
4.5 Derivation of the LM curve 
The LM curve is derived under the assumption that money supply is exogenous. 
We may therefore rearrange (4.7) to obtain the LM curve.  
 
TBILLt = (Mt/Pt – γ0 – γ3T)/γ2 – (γ1/γ2)Yt      (4.8) 
 
Figure 4.3 below plots hypothetical LM schedules and demonstrates an increase in 
money supply. The LM curve is drawn with a gentle slope due to the low-income 
elasticity of money demand, which lies in the range of zero and one (Stephen 
Goldfeld, James Duesenberry and William Poole, 1973). Hence we may expect a 
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Thus far, we have shown how the IS and LM functions may be derived for 
illustration from first principles in macroeconomics. The specification of the 
slopes and intercepts of the derived functions would depend on how the three 
stochastic equations, namely, the consumption, investment demand and money 
demand functions are modeled. This depends on the observed data. As such, the 
presence of structural breaks in observed data may necessitate the inclusion or 
exclusion of other pertinent variables as deemed fit by the model builder. 
 
4.6 Derivation of the aggregate demand (AD) curve 
The aggregate demand (AD) curve is obtained by eliminating the interest rate 
variable (TBILL) from the IS (4.6) and LM (4.8) equations with the aim of 
arriving at a single equation in ‘Y’ and ‘P’. 
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 Yt = λ[-γ0 + γ2(α0+β0)/α1] - λγ3T - λγ2ΦISt/α1 + λMt/Pt    (4.9)  
where λ = α1/[γ2(1-β1)+α1γ1] 
 
Note the following characteristics of the AD curve represented in (4.9). 
i. It is negatively sloping in prices. 
ii. An increase in government expenditure shifts the AD to the right. 
iii. An increase in money supply shifts the AD curve to the right. 
 
Proof: 
i. ∑Yt/∑Pt = - (λMt)/Pt2 < 0;  since λ>0 
ii. ∑Yt/∑ΦISt = -λγ2/α1 > 0; since ∑ΦISt/∑G >0, γ2<0, α1>0 
iii. ∑Yt/∑Mt = λ/Pt > 0 
Finally note that the AD curve is a nonlinear function with a vertical asymptote at 
Pt = 0. 
 
4.7 Derivation of the short-run aggregate supply (SRAS) curve 
A short-run aggregate supply function may be derived from an aggregate 
production function in the same way a firm’s supply function is derived its 
production function in the theory of the firm (Klein, 1962). Following Hal 
Varian’s (1992) treatment on the theory of the firm, we initially assume a single 
firm  has a production function of the form y = f(x), where y denotes the output of 
the firm and x represents a vector of factor inputs that the firm utilizes to produce 
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its output. Assuming perfect competition the profit function of the firm may be 
expressed as follows; 
 
π(p,w) = pf(x) – wx   
where w is a vector of input prices and p is the market price of output. 
 
The factor demand functions x(p,w) may be derived by maximizing profit with 
respect to each input. This would lead to the first order condition reflected below. 
 
pDf(x*) = w 
where Df(x*) is a vector of partial derivatives of  the production  function with 
respect to each of its arguments, i.e., (∂f(x*)/∂x1, …, ∂f(x*)/∂xn). 
 
The supply function y(p, w) is derived by substituting the factor demand function 
x(p,w) in the production function y = f(x) as shown below. 
 
y(p, w) = f(x(p,w)) 
 
In order to derive an aggregate supply function using the methodology above, we 
assume that aggregation is possible across different categories of goods and 
replace the firm’s production function with an aggregate production function. 
Output is then measured as the gross value added (GVA) from production by all 
firms the economy. As a starting point, we assume that the Cobb Douglas 
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production function reflected below is an apt description of the aggregate 
production process in an economy. 
 
Y = AKαLβ          (4.10)21 
 
In the above formulation, Y is a measure of aggregate output, A is an exogenous 
technology parameter, K is the stock of capital that is assumed to be fixed in the 
short run and L denotes labor input. Since (4.10) may be written as lnY = lnA + 
αlnK + βlnL, α and β represent the elasticities of output with respect to capital 
and labor. They are also approximately equal to the share of output attributable to 
capital and labor respectively. The following discussion explains the last point 
with reference to β, the elasticity of output with respect to labor. 
 
β = Percentage change in output /Percentage change in labor  
   = Marginal productivity of labor/Average productivity of labor 
 
The formula above draws upon our understanding of how elasticity is measured. 
Denote the average productivity of labor as Y/L. We observe from rearranging the 
expression above that, 
 
Marginal productivity of labor = βY/L 
 
                                                     
21 The time subscripts are omitted for convenience. It is assumed that the relationship holds for 
contemporaneous variables. 
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In equilibrium the marginal productivity of labor is set equal to the real wage as 
shown below 
 
βY/L = W/P 
 
Solving the above equation for β yields 
 
β = WL/PY  
 
Note that WL approximates to the ‘compensation of employees’ (CE) in the 
national income accounts and PY is essentially nominal ‘gross value added’ 
(GVA) as reflected in the product (value added) approach of measuring GDP. The 
aforementioned proof explains why β may be deemed as the share of output 
attributable to labor. By the same reasoning, α is approximately equal to Operating 
Surplus (OS)/ Nominal GVA, or the share of output attributable to capital. 
 
In deriving the short run aggregate supply curve (SRAS), we assume that the stock 
of capital is constant in the short run and that labor is the only variable factor 
input. The following steps illustrate how an SRAS may be derived. 
 
1. Obtain the partial derivative of output with respect to labor from the 
production function (4.10) as shown below. 
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∂Y/∂L = βAKαLβ-1 
 
2. Equate the marginal productivity of labor derived above to the real wage as 
follows; 
 
βAKαLβ-1 = W/P 
 
3. Solve the first order condition above for L*, the demand for labor. 
 
L* = (W/βPAKα)1/β-1       (4.11) 
 
4. Substitute the factor demand derived in (4.11) into the production function 
(4.10) to solve for Y in terms of P (or the SRAS). The equation for the 
SRAS is reflected below. 
 
Yt = AtKtα/1-β(β/Wt) β/1-βPtβ/1-β      (4.12) 
 
The aggregate supply curve relates output (Y) to the general price level (P). P and 
Y are treated endogenously in the equation above. The rest of the parameters α, β 
and A are exogenous, including the stock of capital. In line with the premise of the 
Keynesian model discussed in the last chapter, we assume that the nominal wage, 
W, is rigid in the short-run. Note the positive slope of the SRAS from (4.12) since 
β lies between zero and one. 
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 The SRAS may be definitized by eliciting the values of the parameters and 
exogenous variables from the national accounts of a country. Since β approximates 
to the compensation of employees (CE)/(nominal GVA), we may use point 
estimates of CE and GVA from the income accounts. Data on labor employed, L, 
may be obtained from labor market statistics or from the main economic indicators 
of a country. Since labor is measured in terms of the number of workers employed, 
the wage rate, W, may be proxied by the average earnings across all categories of 
workers for the relevant period. Finally we may infer values on AKα by means of a 
mathematical manipulation. From the production function (4.10) solve for AKα in 
terms of Y and Lβ. 
 
AKα = Y/Lβ           
 
The values of Y and L, and the parameter β, are known to us. Hence we are able to 
infer point estimates on AKα, without the need to estimate capital stock 
separately22. 
 
4.8 The estimation of natural capital depreciation 
At present the World Bank (World Development Indicators, 2004) uses four 
estimates to arrive at an aggregate measure of natural capital depreciation namely 
mineral depletion, energy depletion, net deforestation and atmospheric damage 
                                                     
22 Care must be taken to ensure that both Y and Lβ are measured on the same scale when deriving 
a point estimate of AKα.  
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from carbon-dioxide emission. These are used to derive a measure of adjusted 
savings (Hamilton, 2001). Net deforestation and atmospheric damage are more 
pertinent to our study since minerals and energy are transacted in the market and 
market prices would reflect their scarcity value. A visual examination of the data 
on net deforestation in Canada reveals no net losses in forest resources. In the 
Canadian context, we are able to focus on natural capital depreciation in terms of 
damage to the airshed. Note that airshed services constitute critical natural capital 
in a recent study by Ekins et al. (2003). This justifies the preservation of 
atmospheric quality by means of a policy rule to counterbalance its depreciation.  
 
A well-cited study on social cost of carbon-dioxide emission on global warming 
can be found in Frankhauser (1994). His estimate, which forms the basis of the 
World Bank calculation, lies in the order of US$20 per ton. Although other types 
of greenhouse gases may cause atmospheric damage, CO2 accounts for more than 
half of the total effect (Frankhauser, op cit) and time series data on other 
pollutants are generally difficult to come by (Atkinson et al., 1997). The total 
damage to the airshed is therefore the product of the total emissions of CO2 and 
the marginal social cost from emission. This estimate is routinely published in the 
annual ‘World Development Indicators’ series of the World Bank. 
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4.9 The adjustment to national savings 
The depreciation in natural capital (δKN), as measured above, is internalized in 
the savings function by an increase in government spending ∆G of the same 
amount. Equation (4.5) becomes 
 
Sd = GDP – Cd – (G + ∆G)        (4.11) 
where ∆G = δKN 
 
As earlier, we substitute the estimated consumption function (4.4) for Cd in 
expression above to obtain the savings function 
 
 Sd = Net taxes on products – G – ∆G – β0 – β2T + (1-β1)Yt   (4.12) 
 
Equations (4.6) and (4.8) are still valid expressions of the IS and AD curves with 
the following qualification, 
 
ΦISt** = [Net taxes on products – β2T – G – ∆G – NX - α3It-1 – α2(RSALEVt-1 – 
RSALEVt-2)]          (4.6b) 
where ∆G is included in ΦISt, and the double asterisks serves to distinguish 






In this chapter we use the methodology developed for demonstrating the IS-LM 
and AD-AS equilibriums for Canada under the proposed policy rule. The 
regression results of the consumption, investment demand and money demand 
functions are reported at the beginning of the chapter, and pertinent econometric 
tests are performed to check for model adequacy. The derived equations for the IS, 
LM, AD and AS curves are then reported for 1981 to 1985. Next, we simulate the 
derived relationships using a mathematical software with the aim of illustrating the 
comparative statics from the internalization of natural capital depreciation. The 
chapter concludes by comparing the changes in the equilibrium values of interest 
rate, price and income for the selected time period. 
 
5.2 Regression results 
The relationships that were articulated in chapter four were estimated using 
quarterly data for the period between 1981 and 1985.  The choice of this time 
period was prompted mainly by the acknowledgement that data in the national 
accounts of earlier periods are usually more reliable than those of later periods. In 
any event, the object of this study is to illustrate the empirical applicability of the 
conceptual premises advanced in chapters three and four, and not to provide 
profound policy directions.  
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Quarterly data was used instead of annual data in order to get more observations 
out of the five-year period and to account for the effects of short-run fluctuations. 
The regressions below are based on an unadjusted sample size of 20. All 
expenditure variables and money supply are measured in local currency units and 
scaled in millions. They are also constant dollar estimates; the second quarter of 
1995 is the base quarter. Detailed results of the regressions and all the econometric 
tests for model adequacy are found in the appendix.  
 
5.2.1 The estimated consumption function23 
 
Ct = 42324.32677 + 0.471522635*Yt + 1043.046268*T      (5.1) 
 (3.06)  (17.17)  (7.72) 
R2=0.99 D-W=1.30 N=20 
 
The consumption function estimated above corresponds to equation (4.4) of the 
last chapter. For the period estimated, the nominal interest rate (TBILL) was not a 
significant determinant of consumption and was therefore omitted from (5.1). The 
bracketed values below the coefficients represent the ‘t’ statistics of the estimated 
coefficients. The marginal propensity to consume has an estimated value of 0.47. 
This suggests that if income increases by one million, consumption increases on 
average by four hundred and seventy two thousand. A positive time trend in 
consumption is also evident from (5.1). All estimated parameters appear 
significant based on the reported ‘t’ scores, and the R2 value suggests that 99% of 
                                                     
23 The non-stationary variables in each of the estimated equations (5.1, 5.2 and 5.3) are assumed 
to be conintegrated. This assumption is tested formally in section 5.3. 
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the variation in consumption is explained in the model for the period in 
consideration. The Durbin-Watson statistic is reported for formality since it lies in 
an indeterminate range. The validity of these test statistics will be examined later. 
 
5.2.2 The estimated investment demand function 
It = 21123.3551 - 1019.871104*TBILLt + 2588.074101* (RSALEVt-1 – RSALEVt-2)  
 (2.58)      (-2.78)  (5.61)           
 + 0.9105555237*It-1                (5.2)     




The investment demand function corresponds to equation (4.2) of the last chapter. 
All estimates appear significant based the reported ‘t’ scores assuming that they 
are valid. We observe that a one percent increase in the nominal interest rate 
reduces the demand for investment by 1.02 billion on average. The change in 
lagged retail sales volume has a strong positive effect on current investment; an 
increase in the lagged difference in retail sales volume by one percent translates to 
an increase in current investment amounting to $2.6 billion on average. The R2 
value indicates that 94% of the variation in investment is explained in the model 
for the period in consideration. The Durbin-Watson statistic is not reported 
because it is biased when a lagged endogenous variable (It-1) is used as a regressor 
(Pindyck & Rubinfeld, 1998). 
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5.2.3 The estimated money demand function 
 
RMt = -20207.26911 + 0.1476376894*Yt - 490.1681027*TBILL - 945.9835041*T   (5.3) 
  (-2.75)    (8.34)      (-3.89)           (-7.31) 
R2=0.84 D-W=1.70 N=20 
 
The money demand function corresponds to equation (4.7) of the last chapter. 
‘RM’ denotes the real supply of money. From the reported ‘t’ scores we observe 
that all the estimated coefficients are significant. As expected, current income has 
a small effect on money demand; an increase in current income by one million 
increases money demand by a hundred and forty eight thousand Canadian dollars 
on average. The nominal interest rate has a strong negative effect on money 
demand; a one percent increase in the nominal rate of interest reduces money 
demand by $490 million on average. There appears to be a negative trend in the 
holdings of currency and demand deposits, which is consistent with our earlier 
discussion of the money demand function. The R2 value tells us that the model 
explains 84% of the variation in real money demanded. Finally the Durbin-Watson 
statistic value of 1.70 is a confirmation that the residuals are not serially 
correlated. 
 
5.3 Econometric tests for model adequacy 
Having obtained the results from the regressions, the next step involves testing the 
residuals with the aim of ascertaining their properties. Ideally the residual series 
for each equation should be normally distributed, independent and identical. In the 
context of time series estimation, the residual series of the respective equations 
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should also be stationary. Fulfillment of the criteria above ensures that the 
assumptions of the classical linear regression model are satisfied, and the results 
and reported test statistics are valid. 
 
5.3.1 Normality 
In view of the small size of 20, it is necessary to establish if the underlying 
residuals in the estimated equations are approximately normally distributed. The 
normality assumption allows us to perform statistical tests, such as, the standard 
‘t’ and ‘F’ tests for inference. A useful statistic for this purpose is the Jarque-Bera 
(JB) statistic, which is defined as follows; 
 
JB = [N/6][S2 + (K – 3)2/4]  
where N refers to the size of the sample, S refers to the skewness of the 
distribution, and K refers to the degree of kurtosis. 
 
The JB statistic measures the difference of the skewness and kurtosis of the series 
with those from the normal distribution. Under a null hypothesis of normality, the 
JB statistic follows a chi-square distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. The JB 
statistic for the three estimated equations are presented in table 5.1. The 
probability that is reported against each statistic is the probability that the Jarque-
Bera statistic exceeds the observed value under the null hypothesis; a small 





RESULTS OF THE JARQUE-BERA TEST FOR NORMALITY 
Equation JB statistic Probability 
Consumption function (5.1) 1.27 0.53 
Investment demand function (5.2) 0.49 0.78 
Money demand function (5.3) 0.29 0.86 
 
Based on the results above we are unable to reject the null hypothesis of normality 
for all the equations at the 10% significance level. 
  
5.3.2 Homoskedasticity 
Having established that the residuals are normally distributed, we must now check 
if the variances of the residuals in each equation are constant. A finding of 
heteroskedasticity or unequal variance would imply that the estimators are 
inefficient; i.e., they do not have a minimum variance property. Consequently, the 
reported standard errors from the regressions are no longer valid for inference. 
 
Heteroskedasticity can be detected by using a test procedure developed by White 
(1980). The procedure involves an auxiliary regression of the square of the 
residual series against all the explanatory variables and the squares of the 
explanatory variables in an equation. If there is a significant correlation between 
the square of the residual series and the regressors, it implies that the assumption 
of homoskedasticity fails to hold. The test statistic is computed by multiplying the 
R2 value from the auxiliary regression with the number of observations in the 
sample. Under the null hypothesis of homoskedasticity, the test statistic follows a 
chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom equal to number of exclusion 
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restrictions24 in the auxiliary regression. Table 5.2 reflects the test statistics for 
each equation and their corresponding p-values. Detailed results of the White test 
for all the equations are found in the appendix. 
 
TABLE 5.2 
RESULTS OF THE WHITE TEST FOR HETEROSKEDASTICITY 
Equation LM statistic (NR2) Probability 
Consumption function (5.1) 2.52 0.64 
Investment demand function (5.2) 11.87 0.07 
Money demand function (5.3) 10.47 0.12 
 
An examination of the results of the White test reveals weak evidence of 
heteroskedasticity in the residuals of the investment function; i.e., we are unable to 
reject the null hypothesis of homoskedasticity at the 5% level of significance 
although we are able to reject it at 10%. If the White test is re-specified to include 
the cross products of explanatory variables, there is no evidence of 
heteroskedasticity at the 10% level of significance for all the equations. The exact 
specifications of both versions of the White test are given in the appendix. The 
results of the White test with cross terms are summarized in table 5.3. 
 
TABLE 5.3 
RESULTS OF THE WHITE TEST FOR HETEROSKEDASTICITY 
(INCLUSIVE OF CROSS TERMS) 
Equation LM statistic (NR2) Probability 
Consumption function (5.1) 2.61 0.76 
Investment demand function (5.2) 13.94 0.12 
Money demand function (5.3) 14.39 0.11 
 
 
                                                     
24 Or the number of explanatory variables in the auxiliary regression excluding the intercept. 
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After the test was re-specified to include the cross products of explanatory 
variables, there is less evidence to reject the null hypothesis of homoskedasticity 
at the 10% level of significance in the investment function. In view of the above, 
the problem does not appear to be particularly serious, and no correction was made 
for heteroskedasticity in the investment function. It may be added that in view of 
the small sample size, the use of heteroskedasticity robust standard errors is not 
feasible. Also, a weighted least squares approach is not practical as this entails 
transforming the variables in the affected function, thus creating complications 
when solving the model since the affected variables would be measured differently 
in the different equations. Moreover, misspecification errors may arise when 
transformations are made to variables in equations that are already cointegrated 
(Enders, 2004).  
 
5.3.3 Serial Correlation 
A problem arises when point estimates in a residual series show an observable 
pattern of correlation with one another. When the assumption of independence is 
flouted, parameter estimates tend to be inefficient. First order serial correlation is 
commonly observed in time series estimations, and occurs when residuals in 
adjacent time periods are related to each other. We may also observe higher orders 
of serial correlation, particularly when monthly data is used, or when the data is 
unadjusted for seasonality.  
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The Durbin-Watson statistic can be used to detect the presence of first order serial 
correlation. However, there are certain ranges in which D-W statistic is 
inconclusive, and the statistic is also biased when there are lagged endogenous 
variables in an equation. These limitations were evident in our estimation of the 
consumption and investment demand functions. In view of the above, a more 
reliable method, namely the Breusch-Godfrey test, is used to detect serial 
correlation in the model (Wooldridge, 2000). The test involves an auxiliary 
regression of the residual series against the independent variables from the model 
and lagged residual terms. The null hypothesis of independence is rejected if the 
coefficients of the lagged residual terms are jointly significant in the auxiliary 
regression described above. The LM test statistic follows a chi-square distribution 
with degrees of freedom equal to the number of exclusion restrictions in the 
auxiliary regression, and can be calculated from the formula below.  
 
LM = (N-q)R2 
 
In the formula above, ‘N’ refers to the sample size, ‘q’ denotes the number of 
exclusion restrictions, and R2 is the goodness of fit measure from the auxiliary 
regression described above. 
 
All equations in the model are tested for first and second order serial correlation. 
This constitutes two exclusions for the first and second order lagged residual 
terms. Detailed results of the Breusch-Godfrey test for each equation are found in 
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the appendix. Table 5.4 summarizes the results by reflecting LM test statistics and 
their associated p-values. 
TABLE 5.4 
RESULTS OF THE BREUSCH-GODFREY TEST FOR FIRST AND 
SECOND ORDER SERIAL CORRELATION 
 
Equation LM statistic  Probability 
Consumption function (5.1) 3.11 0.21 
Investment demand function (5.2) 3.70 0.16 
Money demand function (5.3) 0.64 0.73 
 
Based on the probabilities of the LM statistic, we are unable to reject the null 
hypothesis of independence for all the equations at the 10% level of significance.  
 
5.3.4 Cointegration 
A formal test for cointegration is necessary in order to rule out spurious 
regressions (Granger & Newbold, 1974). Spurious regressions result from 
stochastic trends in the residual series, and are often accompanied by high R2 
values and seemingly significant t-statistics. On the other hand, cointegrated 
equations have residuals that are stationary and are reflective of stable, 
equilibrium relationships. Assuming that the residuals follow an autoregressive 
process (AR), we are able to test for stationarity by using a unit root test. An 
example of an AR(1) process is given below, where ωt is assumed to be white 
noise. 
 
νt = ρνt-1 + ωt         (5.1) 
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Note that if ρ is less than one, νt is a stationary series whereas if ρ=1, νt follows a 
random walk (non-stationary process). Subtracting νt-1 from both sides of the 
equation yields the following expression; 
 
∆νt = (ρ-1)νt-1 + ωt         (5.2) 
or 
∆νt = ανt-1 + ωt         (5.2’) 
where α = ρ-1 
 
The Dickey-Fuller unit root test is carried out by regressing (5.2’) with the aim of 
detecting a unit root under the null hypothesis that α = 0. MacKinnon (1996) has 
compiled a table of critical values for this purpose, and we are able to reject the 
null hypothesis of a unit root if the absolute value of the Dickey-Fuller test 
statistic is greater than the absolute value of the critical values corresponding to 
the different levels of significance. Table 5.5(a) presents the Dickey-Fuller test 
statistic for each equation, which can be compared against the table of critical 
values (table 5.5b) 
TABLE 5.5(a) 





Consumption function (5.1) -3.03 0.00 
Investment demand function (5.2) -6.05 0.00 




MACKINNON CRITICAL VALUES FOR THE UNIT ROOT TEST 
 






By comparing the absolute value of the reported Dickey-Fuller test statistics 
against the critical values, we are able to reject the null hypothesis of a unit root in 
all equations at the one percent level of significance. We conclude that the 
estimated relationships are not spurious and the reported R2 values are valid. 
 
5.4 Derivation of the equations for the IS, LM, AD and AS curves 
The next step in the methodology involves substituting the values of the estimated 
coefficients into the equations for the IS, LM and AD curves. The values of the 
estimated coefficients are compiled in table 5.6 for easy reference.  
 
TABLE 5.6 















5.4.1 The IS equation 
Equation (4.6) represents the general equation for the IS curve that was derived in 
the last chapter. 
 
TBILLt = -(α0+β0)/α1 + ΦISt/α1 + [(1-β1)/α1]Yt     (4.6)  
where ΦISt = [Net taxes on productst – β2T – Gt – NXt - α3It-1 – α2(RSALEVt-1 – 
RSALEVt-2)]          (4.6a) 
 
When natural capital depreciation is internalized via the policy rule, ΦISt** 
replaces ΦISt in (4.6). 
 
ΦISt** = [Net taxes on productst – β2T – Gt – ∆Gt – NXt - α3It-1 – α2(RSALEVt-1 – 
RSALEVt-2)]          (4.6b) 
whereΦISt** includes ∆G, the incremental spending on environmental restoration, 
which causes the IS curve to shift right. 
 
 The values of ΦISt and ΦISt** are known to us since we have point estimates of 
the relevant exogenous variables from the national accounts. These values are 
reflected in the dataset, which can be found in appendix. The simplified equation 
for the IS curve is shown below: 
 
TBILLt = 62.2115 - ΦISt/1019.8711 - 0.0005Yt      (5.3) 
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It is observed that ΦISt determines the position of the IS curve in each period, and 
the IS curve has a negative slope. 
 
5.4.2 The LM equation 
The general equation for the LM curve that was derived in the last chapter is 
reflected below. 
 
TBILLt = (Mt/Pt – γ0 – γ3T)/γ2 – (γ1/γ2)Yt      (4.8) 
 
The expression above may be further simplified by substituting some of the 
coefficient values, as shown below.  
 
TBILLt = [(Mt/Pt)/(- 490.1681)] + [(– γ0 – γ3T)/γ2] + 0.0003Yt   (5.4) 
 
From the expression above, it is observed that the LM curve is positively sloping 
as expected. 
 
5.4.3 The AS and AD equations 
The general equations for the AS and AD curves were derived in the last chapter 
as 
 
Yt = AtKtα/1-β(β/Wt) β/1-βPtβ/1-β       (4.12) 
and 
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Yt = λ[-γ0 + γ2(α0+β0)/α1] - λγ3T - λγ2ΦISt/α1 + λMt/Pt    (4.9)  
respectively.  
 
These equations can be simplified as follows25, 
 
Y = aPb          (5.5) 
Y = d + h/P          (5.6) 
where  a = AtKtα/1-β(β/Wt) β/1-β 
 b = β/1-β 
 d = λ[-γ0 + γ2(α0+β0)/α1] - λγ3T - λγ2ΦISt/α1 
 h = λMt 
 
Rearranging (5.5) and (5.6) for the inverse supply and demand curves yield 
 
P = (Y/a)1/b          (5.5’) 
and 
P = h/(Y-d)          (5.6’) 
 
5.5 A simulation of the IS, LM, AD and AS functions for the selected time 
period 
Equations (5.3), (5.4), (5.5’) and (5.6’), will be simulated using actual data from 
Canada for the period between 1981 and 1985. The resulting equilibrium values 
                                                     
25 The time subscripts are suppressed for convenience. 
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for each year are reflected in table 5.7. ‘Mathematica’ was used to solve the model 
and to demonstrate the respective functions. 
 
Note that the axes in the diagrams do not cut at the origin since the panel view is 
centered on the equilibrium regions. The upper panels of figure 5.1 reflect the IS-
LM equilibriums whilst the lower panels show the resulting movements in the 
aggregate demand curve. A simulated increase in government expenditure on 
environmental restoration shifts the IS schedule to the right from IS0 to IS1. This 
translates to a rightward shift in the AD curve in the bottom panel from AD0 to 
AD1, and results in a rise in the price level due to excess demand at the prevailing 
level. The rise in the price level causes the LM to shift left from LM0 to LM1, to 
intersect the IS1 at the new equilibrium. To facilitate the presentation, only the 
simulation for the first period is reflected here, while the simulations from 1982 




A SIMULATION OF THE MODEL FOR 1981 
 




























PRE-INTERNALIZATION (*) AND POST-INTERNALIZATION (**) 
EQUILIBRIUM VALUES 
 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
TBILL* 8.82603625 5.93912506 0.6271327 2.6429178 0.2188839
TBILL** 10.0725 7.1332 1.8759 3.9587 1.5923
Y* 554012.00 549613.00 566544.00 602683.00 625304.00
Y** 556869 552417 569402 605710 628486
P* 0.553922 0.57526 0.618995 0.629341 0.644835
P** 0.55598 0.577315 0.621385 0.631846 0.647433
 
 
From the results presented in table 5.7, we observe that the internalization of 
natural capital depreciation had the intended effect of raising the nominal rate of 
interest. On average, the nominal interest rate is raised by 1.28% once the cost of 
natural capital consumption is accounted for.  
 
Fiscal policy aimed at mitigating natural capital depreciation does not appear to 
create inflationary pressure on the economy. The reason stems from the relatively 
flat AS curves for Canada, as observed from panels (a) to (e) of figure 5.126.  
Because we do not observe a marked increase in the price level from the 
internalization, real wages are unlikely to fall by a big amount. 
 
We observe that the policy rule has had an expansionary effect on the economy. 
This result can also be written down to the flat AS schedule, suggesting that 
previously unemployed labor are now contributing towards the production of 
goods and services. This has come about because of the fall in real wages under 
the Keynesian assumption of nominal wage rigidity.  The increase in the level of 
                                                     
26 Kindly refer to appendix D for figures 5.1b-e. 
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output from Y* to Y** is premised on the assumption that government spending is 
exogenous, and there is no pressure imposed on the government to balance its 
fiscal deficit in the short-run. This position may not be entirely divorced from 
reality in view that the US government has maintained a persistent fiscal deficit. 
Nonetheless, we might expect Y** to converge to Y* in the event that the 
incremental government expenditure is matched by taxation in the same period. 
For simplicity, these interactions were not modeled in the study. 
 
On the whole, the results seem to paint a favorable picture of the policy rule, since 
it does not seem to be exceeding costly, and has the favorable effect of increasing 
income and reducing real wages. A caveat in the argument above is that the model 
makes no reference to open economy implications. While it may be interesting to 
delve into this issue, it is perhaps best to leave the task for another study, owing to 
the complexities involved.  
 
As a final note, the results of this study do in fact deviate from earlier work by 
Thampapillai, Thangavelu and Quah (2004). The reason for this deviation lies in 
the adoption of a distinct environmental accounting premise that is, gross 
investment is understated because the national accounts does not include the 
depreciation of environmental capital. The earlier studies had adopted the reverse 
of the premise adopted here. A direct implication of this conceptual premise is that 
we need to acknowledge a distinct environmental sector in the economy, besides 
the traditional sectors of agriculture, manufacturing and services. Therefore, it is 
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possible to argue that an active environmental sector, namely one that maintains 






6.1 Model analysis and policy options 
The study has shown how natural capital depreciation can be internalized in a 
macroeconomic model by means of a policy rule, and has traced the 
macroeconomic effects of the internalization. A demonstration of the model with 
respect to the Canadian economy for a selected time period reveals that such a 
policy is generally feasible, in the sense that the changes in selected 
macroeconomic indicators namely, the price level, nominal interest rate, and 
income are modest. 
 
The results presented in table 5.7 of the previous chapter are valid for a closed 
economy. Although the model was not designed to study open economy effects, 
we are able to predict the outcome that would prevail in an open economy from the 
Mundell-Fleming open economy IS-LM model (Mundell, 1963). The open 
economy model differs from the closed economy model in that exports and 
imports are endogenously determined by the exchange rate, and a new equilibrium 
condition pertaining to the balance of payments is introduced in the model. The 
equilibrium outcomes resulting from fiscal or monetary policy would then depend 
on the type of exchange rate regime that is adopted by the central bank and the 
degree of capital mobility in an economy. Capital mobility refers to the extent that 
domestic and foreign securities are substitutable. 
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In the case of Canada, the central bank has maintained a flexible exchange rate 
system (Laidler, 1999), and its financial markets are largely aligned to the New 
York market (Mundell, op cit). The latter implies a high degree of capital 
mobility, although imperfect due to exchange rate risk from fluctuations in the 
value of the US dollar (Laidler, op cit). Under the premises above, fiscal policy is 
known to be a less effective tool for stabilization (Froyen, 1996). In terms of the 
results from the last chapter, this translates to a smaller increase in the equilibrium 
levels of interest, price, and income in the case of an open economy, as opposed to 
a closed economy.  
 
On the issue of financing the incremental expenditure, the model implicitly 
assumed that the government could run a deficit in the short-run. In practice, the 
problem may be overcome by implementing a carbon tax. This entails taxing the 
carbon content of fossil fuels with the aim of raising their prices sufficiently to 
induce substitution away from carbon-intensive goods. Nordhaus (1992) estimates 
that a modest tax of US $10 per ton of carbon is sufficient to slow the pace of 
global warming. The revenue raised from a carbon tax could then be used to 
finance the policy rule. 
 
6.2 Limitations of the study and directions for future research 
Unlike the simple Keynesian model discussed in literature review, which modeled 
a relationship between natural capital depreciation and net national product, 
natural capital depreciation is treated exogenously in this model. This ignores the 
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effect of the scale of economic activity on environmental degradation. The 
omission may be justified by the proposed policy rule, which is meant to 
counteract the problem of natural capital depreciation. Nevertheless, a logical 
extension to the model would involve the estimation of a relationship that 
characterizes natural capital depreciation. Ideally, this would not only be a 
function of the scale of economic activity but also of the level of ameliorative 
expenditure and the state of environmental legislation in a country. If such a 
depreciation function can be estimated, we could internalize the depreciation in 
natural capital in the aggregate supply function as well, since the productive 
capacity of an economy is affected by natural capital depreciation (Thampapillai, 
1995).  
 
A shortcoming of the model is that the interest rate was not found to be a 
significant determinant of aggregate consumption for the time period estimated. 
This finding may have a perverse effect on sustainability if the increase in the 
level of income resulting from the policy rule has an indirect effect of increasing 
current consumption. An explanation for the insignificance of the nominal interest 
rate may be due to it having mixed effects on aggregate consumption. On the one 
hand, an increase in the nominal rate of interest would make loans more expensive 
and so reduce the level of consumption. It could, on the other hand, have an effect 
on the wealth of those who own interest-bearing assets. Increases in the wealth of 
consumers would have a positive effect on consumption. It seems possible that in 
the early eighties, consumer loans were not as prevalent as they are today, and the 
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wealth effect tended to have an offsetting effect on consumption. This probably 
explains why the early writers like Keynes, did not explicitly model the rate of 
interest in the consumption function.  
 
In conclusion, the thesis has presented a macroeconomic model that incorporates 
qualitative changes in natural capital, and which is useful for gauging the 
responses of selected macroeconomic indicators to changes in the policy regime. 
Although fiscal policy was used to address the issue of natural capital 
depreciation, the IS-LM model could also be adopted to analyze comparative 
statics of other relevant policies such as a system of environmental assurance 
bonding (Costanza & Perrings, 1990). The limitations mentioned above are noted 
for future study. Future research on the model would involve, among other things, 
relaxing the assumptions pertaining to the exogeneity of government spending, 
natural capital depreciation, exports and imports. An extension could also 
incorporate a balance of payments (BP) schedule to bring the model closer to the 
Mundell-Flemming framework with the aim of making the analysis robust to open 
economy considerations. A general equilibrium would then occur at the 
intersection of the IS, LM and BP curves, where aggregate demand is equal to 
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 Quarterly data27 
 
Observation Ct Yt T It TBILLt RSALEVt RMt 
1980:04 NA NA 4 NA 14.07 73.6 50261 
1981:01 307790.3 549112 5 147345 16.8 81.4 47966 
1981:02 307887 553127 6 156333 18.32 79.8 46786 
1981:03 307840.6 545213 7 144041 20.29 78.4 45394 
1981:04 308162.1 542340 8 131346 15.86 78.7 43128 
1982:01 302572.2 537328 9 128239 14.65 76.3 42592 
1982:02 304752.5 536733 10 109866 15.49 75.1 41535 
1982:03 305139.3 530358 11 99258 13.94 74.6 40145 
1982:04 304833 526668 12 100508 10.6 75 40784 
1983:01 309731.8 537078 13 109625 9.36 76.3 42722 
1983:02 315266.6 548055 14 109152 9.19 76.9 42975 
1983:03 319076.5 553176 15 118756 9.25 78.3 43723 
1983:04 323100.9 561105 16 122218 9.47 79.3 43541 
1984:01 328620.7 569727 17 125465 10 79.9 43465 
1984:02 332590.2 581507 18 126909 11.29 81 43472 
1984:03 334531.3 585513 19 126208 12.27 81 42733 
1984:04 341531.3 592074 20 126341 10.62 82.6 42575 
1985:01 347159.5 599415 21 127600 10.36 85 42573 
1985:02 349347.8 601309 22 131982 9.55 86.4 42736 
1985:03 357365 611347 23 139956 8.95 87.8 43492 
1985:04 361916.3 621934 24 139561 8.9 89.5 44826 
 
Sources: 
Table A.1 is compiled using data obtained from Statistics Canada and SourceOECD.  
 
                                                     
27 The values of the variables are in scaled in millions, except for TBILL and RSALEV, which are 
represented by actual percentages. 
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Table A.2 
 Yearly values28 of key variables29 used in the derivation of the IS, LM, AD 
and AS curves 
 
 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
Net taxes on productst 35450.015 33708.1225 31687.785 33243.38 36168.325 
T 6.5 10.5 14.5 18.5 22.5 
Gt 123550.325 129584.5 132065.9 134275.6 140781.35 
NXt 4201.449125 22001.4275 18986.0275 21674.8725 15042.645 
It-1 149239.4667 117177.245 109510.3 125199.875 131469.85 
RSALEVt-1 – RSALEVt-2 1.3 -0.95 0.925 0.675 1.7 
ΦISt -238336.8769 -233067.508 -236597.49 -257751.8362 -267234.535
δKN(∆G) 2780.731023 2699.64116 2784.122682 2941.88717 3082.376686
ΦISt ** -241117.6079 -235767.149 -239381.613 -260693.7234 -270316.912
Mt 28311.3125 27665.5925 30585.6675 31451.4975 32705.5475
Pt 0.6184345 0.67070025 0.7072605 0.7304325 0.75334725
λ 2.48983361 2.48983361 2.48983361 2.48983361 2.48983361
(– γ0 – γ3T)/γ2 -53.76963891 -61.4893049 -69.2089708 -76.92863678 -84.6483027
CE 196716 210085 220282 237248 255826 
Nominal Y 338518 357272 388966 425299 458467 
β 0.5811 0.5880 0.5663 0.5578 0.5580 
L  11296800 10947000 11027000 11300000 11617300 
W  15465.4512 16107.8183 17084.3676 17599.1775 18444.6817
 
Sources:  Table A.2 is compiled using data obtained from Statistics Canada, SourceOECD and the 














                                                     
28 Some of the values shown in the table above are calculated using the coefficients obtained from 
the regressions. They are included in table A.2 for the purpose of reducing the computational 
burden in deriving the equations for the IS, LM, AD and AS curves.  In addition, note that the 
values for β, L and W are not scaled in millions.  
29 L and W represent the total employment in all industries and the average annual earnings of 





Detailed Results of the Regressions 
 
Table B.1 
 Results of the regression on the consumption function 
 
Dependent Variable: C 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1981:1 1985:4 
Included observations: 20 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
Constant 42324.33 13844.99 3.057013 0.0071 
Y 0.471523 0.027467 17.16692 0.0000 
T 1043.046 135.0688 7.722335 0.0000 
R-squared 0.992649     Mean dependent var 323460.7 
Adjusted R-squared 0.991784     S.D. dependent var 19370.74 
S.E. of regression 1755.783     Akaike info criterion 17.91670 
Sum squared resid 52407132     Schwarz criterion 18.06606 
Log likelihood -176.1670     F-statistic 1147.811 




Results of the regression on the investment function 
 
Dependent Variable: I 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample(adjusted): 1981:2 1985:4 
Included observations: 19 after adjusting endpoints 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
Constant 21123.36 8189.248 2.579401 0.0209 
TBILL -1019.871 366.3470 -2.783894 0.0139 
D(RSALEV(-1)) 2588.074 461.6087 5.606640 0.0001 
I(-1) 0.910556 0.083450 10.91140 0.0000 
R-squared 0.939668     Mean dependent var 124913.9 
Adjusted R-squared 0.927601     S.D. dependent var 14755.55 
S.E. of regression 3970.279     Akaike info criterion 19.59572 
Sum squared resid 2.36E+08     Schwarz criterion 19.79455 
Log likelihood -182.1594     F-statistic 77.87431 





Results of the regression on the money demand function 
 
Dependent Variable: RM 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1981:1 1985:4 
Included observations: 20 
Variable Coefficient t-Statistic Prob. 
Constant -20207.27 7360.571 -2.745340 0.0144 
Y 0.147638 0.017704 8.339263 0.0000 
TBILL -490.1681 125.8763 -3.894045 0.0013 
T -945.9835 129.4014 -7.310460 0.0000 
R-squared 0.844258     Mean dependent var 43358.15 
Adjusted R-squared 0.815057     S.D. dependent var 1820.412 
S.E. of regression 782.8687     Akaike info criterion 16.34066 
Sum squared resid 9806135.     Schwarz criterion 16.53981 
Log likelihood -159.4066     F-statistic 28.91142 



































Statistical Tests on the Regression Residuals 
 
C.1 Detailed results of heteroskedasticity tests 
 
Table C.1.1a 
Results of the White test (excluding cross terms) on the residual series of the 
consumption function 
 
White Heteroskedasticity Test: 
F-statistic 0.539641     Probability 0.709028 
Obs*R-squared 2.516019     Probability 0.641770 
     
Test Equation: Consumption function 
Dependent Variable: u^2 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1981:1 1985:4 
Included observations: 20 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
Constant 7.90E+08 8.51E+08 0.928377 0.3679 
Y -3155.765 3264.663 -0.966643 0.3491 
Y^2 0.003086 0.003089 0.999318 0.3335 
T 3391846. 3019644. 1.123260 0.2790 
T^2 -170097.5 147543.1 -1.152867 0.2670 
R-squared 0.125801     Mean dependent var 2620357. 
Adjusted R-squared -0.107319     S.D. dependent var 3527804. 
S.E. of regression 3712281.     Akaike info criterion 33.30451 
Sum squared resid 2.07E+14     Schwarz criterion 33.55344 
Log likelihood -328.0451     F-statistic 0.539641 





Results of the White test (with cross terms) on the residual series of the 
consumption function 
 
White Heteroskedasticity Test: 
F-statistic 0.420730     Probability 0.826671 
Obs*R-squared 2.612639     Probability 0.759444 
     
Test Equation: Consumption function 
Dependent Variable: u^2 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1981:1 1985:4 
Included observations: 20 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
Constant 4.03E+08 1.64E+09 0.244764 0.8102 
Y -1583.924 6566.159 -0.241225 0.8129 
Y^2 0.001507 0.006498 0.231915 0.8200 
Y*T 12.37413 44.36438 0.278920 0.7844 
T -3215736. 23894022 -0.134583 0.8949 
T^2 -179049.3 155644.0 -1.150377 0.2693 
R-squared 0.130632     Mean dependent var 2620357. 
Adjusted R-squared -0.179857     S.D. dependent var 3527804. 
S.E. of regression 3831944.     Akaike info criterion 33.39897 
Sum squared resid 2.06E+14     Schwarz criterion 33.69769 
Log likelihood -327.9897     F-statistic 0.420730 




Results of the White test (excluding cross terms) on the residual series of the 
investment function 
 
White Heteroskedasticity Test: 
F-statistic 3.326064     Probability 0.036271 
Obs*R-squared 11.86528     Probability 0.065043 
     
Test Equation: Investment demand function 
Dependent Variable: ε^2 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1981:2 1985:4 
Included observations: 19 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
Constant -1.25E+08 2.09E+08 -0.600133 0.5596 
TBILL -36805234 11029006 -3.337131 0.0059 
TBILL^2 1376075. 430993.5 3.192797 0.0077 
D(RSALEV(-1)) -8047861. 3652025. -2.203671 0.0478 
(D(RSALEV(-1)))^2 940316.7 613110.4 1.533683 0.1510 
I(-1) 6696.197 4240.227 1.579207 0.1403 
I(-1)^2 -0.029610 0.017765 -1.666702 0.1214 
R-squared 0.624488     Mean dependent var 12444565 
Adjusted R-squared 0.436732     S.D. dependent var 14156692 
S.E. of regression 10624762     Akaike info criterion 35.47258 
Sum squared resid 1.35E+15     Schwarz criterion 35.82053 
Log likelihood -329.9895     F-statistic 3.326064 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.818925     Prob(F-statistic) 0.036271 
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Table C.1.2b 
Results of the White test (with cross terms) on the residual series of the 
investment function 
 
White Heteroskedasticity Test: 
F-statistic 2.754156     Probability 0.073657 
Obs*R-squared 13.93894     Probability 0.124514 
     
Test Equation: Investment demand function 
Dependent Variable: ε^2 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1981:2 1985:4 
Included observations: 19 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
Constant -2.25E+08 2.29E+08 -0.979301 0.3530 
TBILL 17605512 30854369 0.570600 0.5822 
TBILL^2 2712943. 979959.8 2.768423 0.0218 
TBILL*(D(RSALEV(-
1))) 
2555506. 1828967. 1.397240 0.1958 
TBILL*I(-1) -671.2061 355.5907 -1.887581 0.0917 
D(RSALEV(-1)) 1.32E+08 76049564 1.729220 0.1178 
(D(RSALEV(-1)))^2 2343493. 1161401. 2.017816 0.0744 
(D(RSALEV(-1)))*I(-1) -1326.628 732.7451 -1.810490 0.1037 
I(-1) 3071.645 5020.475 0.611824 0.5558 
I(-1)^2 0.015770 0.029800 0.529205 0.6095 
R-squared 0.733629     Mean dependent var 12444565 
Adjusted R-squared 0.467257     S.D. dependent var 14156692 
S.E. of regression 10332862     Akaike info criterion 35.44497 
Sum squared resid 9.61E+14     Schwarz criterion 35.94205 
Log likelihood -326.7273     F-statistic 2.754156 
Durbin-Watson stat 2.305743     Prob(F-statistic) 0.073657 
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Table C.1.3a 
Results of the White test (excluding cross terms) on the residual series of the 
money demand function 
 
White Heteroskedasticity Test: 
F-statistic 2.378005     Probability 0.089788 
Obs*R-squared 10.46502     Probability 0.106386 
     
Test Equation: Money demand function 
Dependent Variable: z^2 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1981:1 1985:4 
Included observations: 20 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
Constant 40296217 1.49E+08 0.270701 0.7909 
Y -139.2916 570.8254 -0.244018 0.8110 
Y^2 0.000121 0.000544 0.222069 0.8277 
TBILL -637221.2 397938.0 -1.601307 0.1333 
TBILL^2 31184.67 13946.44 2.236030 0.0435 
T 402096.6 506796.6 0.793408 0.4418 
T^2 -11765.12 26094.12 -0.450873 0.6595 
R-squared 0.523251     Mean dependent var 490306.7 
Adjusted R-squared 0.303213     S.D. dependent var 706055.3 
S.E. of regression 589370.8     Akaike info criterion 29.68072 
Sum squared resid 4.52E+12     Schwarz criterion 30.02922 
Log likelihood -289.8072     F-statistic 2.378005 




Results of the White test (with cross terms) on the residual series of the money 
demand function 
 
White Heteroskedasticity Test: 
F-statistic 2.853543     Probability 0.058941 
Obs*R-squared 14.39491     Probability 0.108955 
     
Test Equation: Money demand function 
Dependent Variable: z^2 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1981:1 1985:4 
Included observations: 20 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
Constant -5.14E+08 2.69E+08 -1.909918 0.0852 
Y 2239.235 1210.484 1.849867 0.0941 
Y^2 -0.002384 0.001397 -1.705994 0.1188 
Y*TBILL 6.440426 15.18298 0.424187 0.6804 
Y*T 24.38220 16.12374 1.512192 0.1614 
TBILL -4141240. 5855237. -0.707271 0.4955 
TBILL^2 31707.89 61440.70 0.516073 0.6170 
TBILL*T -15822.16 120422.0 -0.131389 0.8981 
T -12117951 6826824. -1.775050 0.1063 
T^2 -48685.99 54484.82 -0.893570 0.3925 
R-squared 0.719746     Mean dependent var 490306.7 
Adjusted R-squared 0.467517     S.D. dependent var 706055.3 
S.E. of regression 515218.7     Akaike info criterion 29.44942 
Sum squared resid 2.65E+12     Schwarz criterion 29.94729 
Log likelihood -284.4942     F-statistic 2.853543 
Durbin-Watson stat 2.316230     Prob(F-statistic) 0.058941 
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C.2 Detailed test results for serial correlation 
 
Table C.2.1 
Results of the Breusch-Godfrey serial correlation LM test on the residual 
series of the consumption function 
 
Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test: 
F-statistic 1.383497     Probability 0.280918 
Obs*R-squared 3.114757     Probability 0.210688 
     
Test Equation: Consumption function 
Dependent Variable: u 
Method: Least Squares 
Presample missing value lagged residuals set to zero. 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
Constant 1295.060 13591.23 0.095286 0.9253 
Y -0.002339 0.026935 -0.086851 0.9319 
T -0.447081 132.6433 -0.003371 0.9974 
u(-1) 0.391147 0.250965 1.558572 0.1399 
u(-2) -0.276992 0.285071 -0.971660 0.3466 
R-squared 0.155738     Mean dependent var 8.16E-11 
Adjusted R-squared -0.069399     S.D. dependent var 1660.804 
S.E. of regression 1717.466     Akaike info criterion 17.94741 
Sum squared resid 44245359     Schwarz criterion 18.19634 
Log likelihood -174.4741     F-statistic 0.691748 




Results of the Breusch-Godfrey serial correlation LM test on the residual 
series of the investment function 
 
Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test: 
F-statistic 1.571895     Probability 0.244679 
Obs*R-squared 3.699999     Probability 0.157237 
     
Test Equation: Investment demand function 
Dependent Variable: ε 
Method: Least Squares 
Presample missing value lagged residuals set to zero. 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
Constant -6556.237 8842.373 -0.741457 0.4716 
TBILL -200.2605 370.7533 -0.540145 0.5982 
D(RSALEV(-1)) -47.28067 445.7541 -0.106069 0.9171 
I(-1) 0.072569 0.091021 0.797275 0.4396 
ε(-1) -0.543200 0.308318 -1.761815 0.1016 
ε(-2) -0.163569 0.296475 -0.551715 0.5905 
R-squared 0.194737     Mean dependent var 2.01E-11 
Adjusted R-squared -0.114980     S.D. dependent var 3624.352 
S.E. of regression 3827.048     Akaike info criterion 19.58966 
Sum squared resid 1.90E+08     Schwarz criterion 19.88791 
Log likelihood -180.1018     F-statistic 0.628758 




Results of the Breusch-Godfrey serial correlation LM test on the residual 
series of the money demand function 
 
Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test: 
F-statistic 0.231161     Probability 0.796581 
Obs*R-squared 0.639347     Probability 0.726386 
     
Test Equation: Money demand function 
Dependent Variable: z 
Method: Least Squares 
Presample missing value lagged residuals set to zero. 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
Constant 1304.449 7979.400 0.163477 0.8725 
Y -0.003294 0.019242 -0.171209 0.8665 
TBILL 18.01668 135.2451 0.133215 0.8959 
T 23.07307 140.3390 0.164410 0.8718 
z(-1) 0.143059 0.273448 0.523165 0.6090 
z(-2) 0.098142 0.273295 0.359105 0.7249 
R-squared 0.031967     Mean dependent var 7.96E-13 
Adjusted R-squared -0.313759     S.D. dependent var 718.4096 
S.E. of regression 823.4361     Akaike info criterion 16.50817 
Sum squared resid 9492659.     Schwarz criterion 16.80689 
Log likelihood -159.0817     F-statistic 0.092464 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.937267     Prob(F-statistic) 0.992064 
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C.3 Detailed test results for cointegration  
 
Table C.3.1 
Results of the Dickey-Fuller unit root test on the residual series of the 
consumption function 
 
Null Hypothesis: u has a unit root 
Exogenous: None 
Lag Length: 0 (Fixed) 
   t-Statistic   Prob.* 
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -3.032715  0.0045 
Test critical values: 1% level  -2.692358  
 5% level  -1.960171  
 10% level  -1.607051  
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values. 
Warning: Probabilities and critical values calculated for 20 observations 
                 and may not be accurate for a sample size of 19 
     
     
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation 
Dependent Variable: D(u) 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample(adjusted): 1981:2 1985:4 
Included observations: 19 after adjusting endpoints 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
u(-1) -0.675586 0.222766 -3.032715 0.0072 
R-squared 0.338171     Mean dependent var -1.530569 
Adjusted R-squared 0.338171     S.D. dependent var 1949.941 
S.E. of regression 1586.333     Akaike info criterion 17.62743 
Sum squared resid 45296152     Schwarz criterion 17.67714 




Results of the Dickey-Fuller unit root test on the residual series of the 
investment function 
 
Null Hypothesis: ε has a unit root 
Exogenous: None 
Lag Length: 0 (Fixed) 
   t-Statistic   Prob.* 
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -6.053040  0.0000 
Test critical values: 1% level  -2.699769  
 5% level  -1.961409  
 10% level  -1.606610  
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values. 
Warning: Probabilities and critical values calculated for 20 observations 
                 and may not be accurate for a sample size of 18 
     
     
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation 
Dependent Variable: D(ε) 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample(adjusted): 1981:3 1985:4 
Included observations: 18 after adjusting endpoints 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
ε(-1) -1.393218 0.230168 -6.053040 0.0000 
R-squared 0.682804     Mean dependent var -171.4924 
Adjusted R-squared 0.682804     S.D. dependent var 6114.761 
S.E. of regression 3443.842     Akaike info criterion 19.18052 
Sum squared resid 2.02E+08     Schwarz criterion 19.22998 




Results of the Dickey-Fuller unit root test on the residual series of the money 
demand function 
 
Null Hypothesis: z has a unit root 
Exogenous: None 
Lag Length: 0 (Fixed) 
   t-Statistic   Prob.* 
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -3.639045  0.0010 
Test critical values: 1% level  -2.692358  
 5% level  -1.960171  
 10% level  -1.607051  
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values. 
Warning: Probabilities and critical values calculated for 20 observations 
                 and may not be accurate for a sample size of 19 
     
     
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation 
Dependent Variable: D(z) 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample(adjusted): 1981:2 1985:4 
Included observations: 19 after adjusting endpoints 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
z(-1) -0.851458 0.233978 -3.639045 0.0019 
R-squared 0.423784     Mean dependent var 11.05827 
Adjusted R-squared 0.423784     S.D. dependent var 961.4086 
S.E. of regression 729.7946     Akaike info criterion 16.07460 
Sum squared resid 9586803.     Schwarz criterion 16.12431 




Simulation Results for 1982-85 
Figure 5.1b  
A simulation of the model for 1982 


























A simulation of the model for 1983 
 



































 A simulation of the model for 1984 
 
































Figure 5.1e  
A simulation of the model for 1985 
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